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I.S.A.
INTERNATIONAL SOCIOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION
A group of sociologists from various
countries, having met in Oslo
September 1949 under the auspices of
UNESCO, being convinced of the
desirability and necessity of improving
relations between sociologists of
various countries, established the I.S.A.
(Preamble of Statutes 1949 - 1970). The
council of the I.S.A., having met in
regular quadrennial session at Varna,
September 1970, and having given
due consideration to the many changes
that have occurred in the Association,
as well as in the broader world
community of sociologists, adopted
amendments to the Statutes originally
agreed in Oslo. (Preamble of Statutes
1970). The International Sociological
Association is an organization for
purely scientific purpose (Statutes I).
The object of the association is to
advance sociological knowledge
throughout the world. To this end the
Association shall undertake measures,
(a) To secure and to develop personal
contacts between sociologists
throughout the world.
(b) To encourage the International
dissemination and exchange of
information on significant
developments in sociological
knowledge.
(c) To facilitate and promote
international sociological research.
(Statutes II).
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1. ORGANISATIONAL REPORTS

1. Toronto
Toronto is Canada's largest metropolis and enjoys a deserved reputation as one of North America's safest and most exciting cities. A wide variety of entertainment is to be found in the city and the countrysides of both Ontario and the neighbouring province of Quebec offer a range of vacation possibilities.

Delegates wishing to obtain tourist information for Ontario should write to the Convention and Tourist Bureau of Metropolitan Toronto, 26 Richmond St. West, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5H 1H9. Information for Quebec can be obtained from Department of Tourism, Parliament Buildings, Quebec City, Quebec, Canada G1A 1P8.

2. Immigration regulations for visitors to Canada

All visitors to Canada require a valid passport and a visa, except as follows:

a) British subjects* and citizens of Commonwealth countries require a passport but do not require a visa.

b) Citizens of the United States crossing the US-Canada border do not need a passport or visa. A birth certificate, voter's card or military identification is usually sufficient.

Naturalized citizens must carry proof of citizenship.

c) Citizens of other countries who are permanently resident in the United States may enter Canada from the US without a passport or visa, but must carry a US Alien Registration card.

d) Citizens of the following countries require a passport, but do not require a visa:

- Austria
- Belgium
- Denmark
- Finland
- France
- West Germany
- Greece
- Iceland
- Ireland
- Italy
- Japan
- Lichtenstein
- Luxembourg
- Monaco
- Netherlands
- Norway
- Portugal
- San Marino
- Spain
- Sweden
- Switzerland
- Turkey
- Republic of South Africa

Delegates who require a visa are urged to apply for it at least one month before their expected departure for Canada.

Note: For entry to the USA, a separate visa is required. If you intend to visit the USA while in North America, please contact the United States embassy of consulate in your home country.

HAVE YOU CHECKED YOUR PASSPORT RECENTLY? TO BE CERTAIN IT DOES NOT EXPIRE UNTIL AFTER THE DATE OF YOUR RETURN FROM THE CONGRESS?

Vaccination: Canada requires that all visitors arriving from areas where smallpox is still endemic should be vaccinated. Visitors must be in apparent good health or quarantine regulations may be applied. Remember that you may require vaccination to get back into your own country especially if you stop at other countries on route to Canada.

Above information supplied by Canadian Government in October 1973. For certainty, it would be wise to confirm with the Canadian embassy in your country.

* Please note that Canada does not recognize passports issued by the government of Southern Rhodesia.

3. Local facilities

Facilities such as day care services will be available. Persons requiring this service are requested to write in advance, specifying age of children involved to "Day Care", CLAC/ISA, c/o Sociology Dept., University of Toronto, 55 Spadina Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5S 1A1.

Information on other facilities such as local sightseeing, tours, etc., will be contained in the survival-kit supplied to all registered delegates. For U.S. tours, pre and post Congress excursions, please refer to the enclosed travel folder.

4. Registration

The form for registration at the VIII World Congress of Sociology is included. This form is to be detached, completed and sent to the ISA Secretariat in Milan. Participants who return the completed form before March 15th have the advantage of paying a lower fee.

After June 30th, 1974, the Milan Secretariat will not accept further registrations and those who wish to register must do so upon their arrival in Toronto. Friends and relatives of delegates are welcome and for these a nominal registration fee of $5 per person is required. (This amount is not to be sent with the registration form, but is to be paid in Toronto at the registration desk). This will entitle them to travel and hotel reservations at the same reduced cost available for Congress participants and to local sight-seeing facilities, although they will not be able to take part in the scientific proceedings of the Congress. They will also receive the survival-kit and the "Enjoy Toronto" guide book, but not the scientific material distributed to participants and students.

Each registered participant on arrival in Toronto will be entitled to a folder containing:

- membership card and badge
- congress program
- a copy of the abstracts of congress papers
- up-dated list of official papers
- forms for ordering position papers
- survival kit information on local facilities
- a guide of Toronto and its neighbourhood

A special desk for late registrations and registration of relatives will be opened on the university campus in the Sidney Smith Building. Days and times of opening are as follows:

- Sunday 18th Aug. 14-23 hr.
- Monday 19th Aug. 8-21 hr.
- Tuesday 20th Aug. 8-21 hr.
- Wednesday 21st Aug. 8-16,30 hr.
- Thursday 22nd Aug. 8-16,30 hr.
- Friday 23rd Aug. 8-16,30 hr.

Registered delegates are also requested to present themselves at the desk as soon as they arrive in order to collect their folders and badges.

5. Cancellations

Only written or cabled cancellations can be accepted. Registered participants who are prevented from attending the Congress will receive a refund of the fee less 10% provided that notice of non-attendance is received more than 30 days before the Congress. If notice of cancellation is received less than 30 days before the Congress, the fee cannot be refunded.

6. Papers and the sale of papers

July 1st is the last date for receipt in Toronto of papers for duplication. Invited
papers only are eligible for duplication (this includes papers for Plenary Sessions, Working Groups, Round Tables, Symposia, and Poster Sessions). Copies may be edited and typed in English or French. A paper sales office will be open during the Congress. Copies of papers to be read at Plenary Sessions, Working Groups, Round Tables, Symposia, and Research Committees will be available for sale. In addition, duplicating facilities will be available at a small cost to persons who wish to duplicate limited numbers of papers being delivered at smaller sessions.

7. Travel

For information on travel from outside the U.S. and Canada please see the enclosed forms.

8. Travel grants

Due to limited funds, travel grants may only be requested by:

— actually taking part in the Congress
— coming from and working in a developing country.

Forms for requesting the travel grants have been sent to all session chairmen to pass on to eligible scholars. Persons who wish to come and are unable to meet the above criteria may obtain the form from ISA Secretariat, Via Daverio 7, 20122 Milan, Italy.

ASA INVITES ISA COLLEAGUES TO ANNUAL MEETING IN MONTREAL

The 69th Annual Meeting of the American Sociological Association will be held in Montreal August 26-29, 1974 at the Queen Elizabeth Hotel. This meeting will follow immediately after the 8th World Congress of the ISA in Toronto, August 19-24. In planning its meetings, the ASA is taking note of this unique circumstance and has built into its program features that should be of special interest to ISA members.

The theme of this year’s meeting, as announced by President Peter M. Blau, is “Focus on Social Structure.” Several plenary sessions will explore current developments in the structural approach which, according to President Blau, is “designed to give us a better understanding of the structure of relations among groups and individuals that finds expression in this behavior.” The ultimate objective, Blau adds, is to advance by means of such sociological explanations our knowledge about society, how it changes, and how it can be changed.

In addition to plenary sessions, panels, and seminars, the program offers opportunities for sociologists to submit papers (1,500 words by January 15, 1974) to organizers who are responsible for 61 sessions. Numbered among these sessions are the following with a particular international flavor: The Political Economy of the World System, Global Sociology, Cross-National Organizational Research, Comparative Study of Society, International Sociology, and Avenues for Cooperation, and World Conflict. ISA members who would like to submit papers should contact the ISA office for transmission to session organizers. (Names of session organizers are posted in the August and November, 1973 issues of the American Sociological Review.)

“Plea to hold the Congress in Canada: We have learned that the government of Canada is interested in hosting a scientific meeting of this size. We would need to complete all of the arrangements by May 20, 1974.”

Street, N. W. Washington, D. C. 20036). The transition from ISA to ASA activities will start on Sunday evening, August 25, with an official plenary session to be followed by a reception to welcome the international community of sociologists to the Montreal meeting.

Annual Meeting

IX Congrès Annuel

CANADIAN SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY ASSOCIATION

SOCIETE CANADIENNE DE SOCIOLOGIE ET D'ANTHROPOLOGIE

To honour the occasion of the World Congress of Sociology in Toronto, the C.S.A.A. has decided to hold its Ninth Annual Meeting at the University of Toronto on August 23-26. These dates overlap with those of the World Congress in order to hold a Joint Session on Friday the 23rd of August. The Joint Session will consist of a plenary session in the morning on "Sociology in Canada: Historical and Contemporary Perspectives" and two concurrent sessions in the afternoon: "Canada's Native Peoples" and "Ethnicity and Language in Canadian Society." During the following three days (24,25,26) about fifty sessions will be held on a diversity of sociological and anthropological topics. We welcome the attendance and participation of delegates to the World Congress. For further information on the programme and on pre-registration write to: Kurt Jonassohn, Secretary-Treasurer, C.S.A.A., Postal Box 678, Montréal H3C 2V8, Canada.


2. THE SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM OF THE CONGRESS

2.1. PLENARY SESSIONS

PLENARY SESSION 1: 10:30-12.30.

Monday 19th

Social aspects of the scientific and technological revolution

Aspects sociaux de la réevolution scientifique et technique

CHAIRMAN:
Ramkrishna Mukherjee
Indian Statistical Institute
253 Barrackpore Trunk Road
Calcutta 700035, India

GENERAL RAPPORTEUR:
Radovan Riecha
Institute of Philosophy
Prikopy 29
Prague 1, Czechoslovakia

VICE-CHAIRMEN:
Ul Haimeistrand
Upsala Universitet
Sociologiska Institutionen
Drottninggatan 1A
75220 Upsala, Sweden

Rudi Supak
Institut za drustvena istrazivanja
Jezuitski Trg 4
41000 Zagreb, Yugoslavia

CONTRIBUTORS:
Francesco Alberoni
7a Strada n. 84
San Leonardo, Segrat, Italy

Ralf Dahrendorf
Mitglied der Kommission der Europaischen Gemeinschaften
26 Rue de la Loi
1040 Brussels, Belgium

Petr N. Fedoseev
Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R.
Leninsky Prospekt 14
Moscow V 71, U.S.S.R.

Le Quang Trong
54, Avenue Jean Jaurès
94 Areuil, France

José Agustín Silva Michelsen
Centro de Estudios del Desarrollo
Universidad Central de Venezuela
Edif. Asociación, Av. Neverí
Colinas de B. Monte
Caracas (Apo P.O.Box 6,622)
Venezuela

Nathan Shamyari
Centre for the Study of Social Systems
Jawahratalhil Nehuru University
New Delhi, India

PLENARY SESSION 2: 9:00-12.30.

Thursday 22nd

Sociologues in a changing world: observers or participants?

Les sociologues dans un monde en pleine transformation: observateurs ou participants?

CHAIRMAN:
Pablo Gonzales Casanova
Instituto de Investigaciones Sociales
Torre de Humanidades - 5o piso
Ciudad Universitaria
Coacuzen 20, D.F., Mexico

GENERAL RAPPORTEUR:
Irving M. Zeitlin
123 Crimson Millway
Willowdale, Ontario, Canada
VICE-CHAIRMEN:
G.A. van Nieuwenhuijze, University of Social Studies
27 Molenstraat
The Hague, The Netherlands
Jinu Yoo
Bulgarian Sociological Association
Bld. Patriarch Evlimi 8
Sofia, Bulgaria

CONTRIBUTORS:
Miron Constantinescu
Academy of Social and
Political Sciences
Str. Onesti Nr. 11 - Sectorul 1
Bucharest, Romania
José Granera
Naciones Unidas - Coordinacion Economica
da America Latina -
Edificio Naciones Unidas
Avenida Dr. Hammerskind -
Casilla 178 D
Santiago, Chile
Hossam Issa
Binnenhof
18 Rue Rambus Straat (Apt. 71)
B-3000 Leuven, Belgium
Renate Mayntz
Cassaristrasse 27
D-5000 Köln St. F.R.G.
Ralph Pieris
Head of the Department of Sociology
University of Colombo
Colombo, Sri Lanka
Pawel Rybicki
ul. Jozefowa 16b
Krakow, Poland
Edward Shils
Committee on Social Thought
Social Science Research Building
University of Chicago
1126 East 59 Street
Chicago, Illinois 60637, U.S.A.
Rudi Weidig
Otto-Nuschke Strasse 22/23
1050 Dresden, G.D.R.

DISCUSSIONS:
Irving Louis Horowitz
Rutgers, The State University
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903
U.S.A.
Henri Lefebvre
30 Rue Rambuteau
75003 Paris, France

PLENARY SESSION 3: 19:30-20:30,
Tuesday 20th
Population changes and social development
Changes au sein de la population et
développement social
CHAIRMAN:
Nathan Keyfitz
Harvard University
Cambridge, Mass. 02138, U.S.A.
CONTRIBUTORS:
B. K. Roy Burman
Departmental Registrar General (SS)
West Block-I, Wing No. II
R. K. Puran
2-A Man Singh Road
New Delhi, India
A. Girard
Institut National des Eludes Demographiques
27, rue du Commandeur
75734 Paris Cedex 14, France
Yaropolkh O. Guzhev
Institute of Oriental Studies
Academy of Sciences of the USSR
Armenyanskaya 2,
Moscow, Center, U.S.S.R.
Norman B. Ryder
Princeton University
Office of Population Research
5 Ivy Lane
Princeton, N. J. 08540, U.S.A.

PROPOSED THEMES:
Elements of social structure making for
falling fertility, and those maintaining high fertility in
more and less developed countries respectively; interaction of income growth, social
structure, and fertility; population in relation to
export systems; advent of stationarity and its social consequences.

This Plenary Session is organized
with the contribution of UNESCO
under the Population Year Program,
PLENARY SESSION 4: 9:00-12:30,
Sunday 24th
Equality as a sociological issue
Légalité en tant qu’idée sociologique.
CONVENERS:
S.M. Miller
Sociology Department,
Boston University,
Boston, Mass. 02215, U.S.A.
DISCUSSIONS:
Susan Ferge
Institute of Sociology
Hungarian Academy of Sciences
Utca u. 48
1013 Budapest, Hungary
Herbert Gans
Center for Policy Research
475 Rivers Drive
New York, N.Y. 10027, U.S.A.
Frank Parkin
Keynes College
the University
Canterbury, Kent, Great Britain

2.2. WORKING GROUPS

WORKING GROUP 1:
Science, technology and new forms of social
differentiation and social integration
Science, technologie et nouvelles formes de
différenciation et intégration sociales
CHAIRMAN CO-ORDINATOR:
M.N. Rutkevich
Institute of Social Research
Novocheremushkinskaya 46
V-148 Moscow 117418, U.S.S.R.

CONFERENCE:
Wlodzimir Wesołowski
Polish Sociological Association
Warszawa University
Faculty of Philosophy
Warszawa 64, Poland
Harold L. Wilenski
Centre for Studies in Social Policy
62 Doughty Street
London WC1 N2S, Great Britain

TO BE APPOINTED
SECRETARY:
G. A. Sleesv
Institute of Sociological Research
Novocheremushkinskaya 46
V-148 Moscow 117418, U.S.S.R.

TIME-TABLE:
1st session: 9.00-12.30, Tuesday 20th
Differetiation and integration in social status
(social stratification) and social mobility/Diffé-
rentiation et intégration dans le status social
(stratification sociale) et la mobilité sociale
Chairman: Wlodzimir Wesołowski

2nd session: 9.00-12.30, Wednesday 21st
Influence of scientific and technological revolu-
tion on the processes of differentiation and
integration in urbanized and non-urbanized
cases/influence de la revolución scientifique
et technologique sur les processus de différen-
tiation et d'intégration dans les pays industri-
els et non.
Chairman: M. N. Rutkevich

3rd session: 9.00-12.30, Friday 23rd
Technological-scientific and cultural change:
technocracy and its enemies/Changement tech-
notique-scientifique et culturel: la technocratie
et ses ennemis
Chairman: Harold L. Wilenski
Panelists:
Michel Crozier - The dilemma of professionals in
modern society: meritocracy vs. self-government.
Norman-Baumann - The position and
outlook of technocrats: politics, science
and the counter-culture

Elizabeth Liefmann-Keil - The new political
economy: the paradox of being governed.
Bennet Berger - Work and Kinship: reflections
on an empirical study of working and non-
working communities
Mokado Kato - The new popular heroes: changing
models in mass culture

WORKING GROUP 2:
Functions and changes of power systems
Fonctions et transformations des systèmes de
pouvoir
CHAIRMAN CO-ORDINATOR:
Aldo Solaru
Division de Desarrollo Social
ILPES
Casilla 1567
Santiago de Chile, Chile
SESSION CHAIRMAN:
Akinola Akikowo
Dept. of Sociology & Anthropology
University of Ilu
Ile-Ife, Nigeria
Zdravko Mlinar
Faculty of Sociology
Political Sciences and Journalism
Titava 102
61000 Ljubljana, Yugoslavia
Erwin Schenck
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey 08540, U.S.A.

TIME-TABLE:
1st Session: 9.00-12.30, Tuesday 20th
The structure of power in highly industrialised
societies/la structure du pouvoir dans les
sociétés très industrialisées
Chairman: Erwin Schenck

2nd Session: 9.00-12.30, Wednesday 21st
Power and privilege in industrialising societies
under varying regimes/ le pouvoir et les privi-
eges dans les sociétés en cours d'industrialisation
sous régimes différents
Chairman: Akinola Akikowo

3rd Session: 9.00-12.30, Friday 23rd
Developmental perspective on territorial power
systems/ les perspectives du développement
sur les systèmes du pouvoir territorial
Chairman: Zdravko Mlinar

WORKING GROUP 3:
Science, technology and new professions
Science, technologie et nouvelles professions
CHAIRMAN CO-ORDINATOR:
Roger Girod
Université de Genève
Département de Sociologie
Place de l’Université
1121 Genève 4, Suisse
SESSION CHAIRMAN:
Joseph Ben David
Department of Sociology
Kaplan School
The Hebrew University
Jerusalem, Israel
Adam Sampson
Institute for Organisation of
Machine Industry
Nowogrodzka 66
Warszawa, Poland
Vadim S. Semenov
Institute of Social Research
Novocheremushkinskaya 46
V-148 Moscow 117418, U.S.S.R.
SECRETARY:
Hanne Von Aeumann
Institut für vergleichende
Sozialforschung
Universität Köln
Lindener Allee 15
5 Köln 41, West Germany.

TIME-TABLE:
1st Session: 9.00-12.30, Tuesday 20th
Recent development in the academic teaching
and research professions/Évolution récente
de professions universitaires et de la recher-
che scientifique
Chairman: Joseph Ben-David

2nd Session: 9.00-12.30, Wednesday 21st
Professionalization and deprofessionalization
today (The evolution of the division of labor
and the organisation of occupations, specially as regards the « professions ». Implications from the point of view of class relations. New claims (bureaucratization and democratization of power. New forms of professionalization).

Chairman: Vadim Semenov
3rd Session: 9:00-12:30, Friday 23rd
Provision and Inequity (The impact of the recent evolution of the professions on the inequity of chances, on the magnitude of social distances and of social differences, on the orientation of social policy) / Professions et Inégalités (l'Incidence de l'évolution actuelle des « professions » sur le degré d'inégalité des chances, sur l'amplitude des disparités des conditions de vie, sur l'orientation de la politique sociale).
Chairman: Adam Sarapata

WORKING GROUP 4:
Science, technology and education problems / Sciences, technologie et problèmes de l'éducation
CHAIRMAN CO-ORDINATOR:
Antoniou Konikowska
Universyteteka 3
90-137 Lodz, Poland
SESSION CHAIRMAN:
Basil M. Gyvashian
Institute of Education
University of London
Malet Street
London WC 1, Great Britain
Ettore Gelpi
Education Permanente
UNESCO
Place de Fontenoy
75 Paris 7ème, France
Vladimir N. Shubkin
Institute of International Labour Movement
Academy of Sciences of the USSR
Kropachyov, dom. 9-A
Moscow, Center, U.S.S.R.
TIME-TABLE:
1st Session: 9:00-12:30, Tuesday 20th
Science, technology and culture/Science, technologie et culture
2nd Session: 9:00-12:30, Wednesday 21st
Economic and social development: bridging the technological gaps in the modern world/Education et développement social: conjugaison des lacunes technologiques dans le monde contemporain
Chairman: Ettore Gelpi
3rd Session: 9:00-12:30, Friday 23rd
The role of education in the transformation of social structure under the conditions of scientific and technological revolution/Le rôle de l'éducation dans les transformations de la structure sociale sous les conditions de la révolution scientifique et technique
Chairman: V.N. Shubkin

WORKING GROUP 5:
Sociology of scientific and technological policies / Sociologie des stratégies scientifiques et technologiques
CHAIRMAN CO-ORDINATOR:
Rajni Kohlri
Centre for the Study of Developing Societies
29, Rajpur Road
Delhi 6, India
SESSION CHAIRMAN:
A.B. Chhewani
Social Sciences
University of Technology
Loughborough, Leicestershire LE11 3TU
Great Britain
Georges M. Gyvashian
Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R.
Leninsky Prospekt 14
Moscow 7-1, U.S.S.R.
Jean Jacques Salomon
O.E.C.D.
Head, Science Policy Division
75775 Paris, Cedex 16, France
TIME-TABLE:
1st Session: 9:00-12:30, Tuesday 20th
Future orientation of society and the role of scientific and technological policies / Orientations futures de la société, perçues à travers les stratégies scientifiques et technologiques
2nd Session: 9:00-12:30, Wednesday 21st
Role of government in the development of scientific and technological policies and problems resulting from this role/Le rôle du gouvernement dans le développement des stratégies scientifiques et technologiques et les problèmes se présentant dans ce rôle.
3rd Session: 9:00-12:30, Friday 23rd
International dimension of scientific and technological policies / Dimension internationale des stratégies scientifiques et technologiques.

WORKING GROUP 6:
Social relations and personality problems in a technological society / Relations sociales et problèmes de la personnalité dans une société technologique
CHAIRMAN CO-ORDINATOR:
TO BE APPOINTED
SESSION CHAIRMAN:
Vladimir A. Vadyk
Institute of Sociological Research
Novocheremushkinsky 46
V-418 Moscow 117418, U.S.S.R.
TIME-TABLE:
1st Session: 9:00-12:30, Tuesday 20th
2nd Session: 9:00-12:30, Wednesday 21st
3rd Session: 9:00-12:30, Friday 23rd

WORKING GROUP 7:
Industrial leadership, entrepreneurship and economic development / Leadership industrielle, entrepreneuriat et développement économique
CHAIRMAN:
Fernando Henrique Cardoso
C.E.R.A.P.
Rua Bahia 499
01000 Sao Paulo, Brazil
SESSION CHAIRMAN:
M. Abdel-Razek Hassan
Al Amr ABACK, Al Gal street
 Cairo, Egypt
Nicolai I. Lapin
Soviet International Association
Novocheremushkinsky 46
V-418 Moscow 117418, U.S.S.R.
SECRETARY CO-ORDINATOR:
Harry M. Miskin
Dept. de Economia Aplicada
Universidade Federal de Bahia
Praca 13 de Maio 6, Piazeado
40000 Salvador, Bahia, Brazil
TREASURER CO-ORDINATOR:
Ademar Sales
Departamento de Sociologia
Universidade de Montreal
Casa Postale
Montreal 101, Quebec, Canada
V.I.: Address all correspondence to
Harry Miskin
TIME-TABLE:
1st Session: 9:00-12:30, Tuesday 20th
The multi-national corporation and entrepreneurial strategies / La corporation multinationale et les stratégies des entrepreneurs
Chairman: Abdel-Razek Hassan
2nd Session: 9:00-12:30, Wednesday 21st
Direction of production in non capitalist regimes / Direction de la production dans les régimes non-capitalistes
Chairman: Nikolai I. Lapin
3rd Session: 9:00-12:30, Friday 23rd
Bourgeoisie economic-political interests and the State / Intérêts économiques-politiques de la bourgeoisie et l'Etat
Chairman: F.H. Cardoso
A fourth session is proposed with the title of: Summing up and future research co-ordination/Chairman: A. Sales and H. Mackler
Timing for this session will be decided later.

WORKING GROUP 8:
Sociology of old age / Sociologie du troisième âge
CHAIRMAN CO-ORDINATOR:
Harold L. Orbach
Dept. of Sociology and Anthropology
Kansas State University
Manhattan, Kansas 66502, U.S.A.
SESSION CHAIRMAN:
Siiichi Nasu
Tokyo Metropolitan Institute of Gerontology
35-2 Sakecho, Itabaski
Tokyo 173, Japan
Leonold Rosenmay
Institute of Sociology
University of Vienna
Alserstrasse 33
Wien 1, Austria
Anatoly A. Zvorkine
Institute of Social Research
Novocheremushkinsky 46
V-418 Moscow 117418, U.S.S.R.
SECRETARY:
Zbigniew Lopata
Dept. of Sociology
Loyola University of Chicago
6525 North Sheridan Road
Chicago, Ill. 60625, U.S.A.
TIME-TABLE:
1st Session: 9:00-12:30, Tuesday, 20th
The integration of the aged in modern society/ L'intégration des vieillards dans la société contemporaine
Chairman: Leonold Rosenmay
Contributors: Rosenmay, Piotrowski (Poland), Rosso (U.S.A.), Paulina (U.S.A.)
Discussant: Palmore (USA)
Aging and problems of health and medical care/Les vieillards et les problèmes de santé et de soins médicaux
Vice-Chairman: Cumming (Canada)
Contributors: Townsend (U.K.), Shanas (USA), Sehuch (USSR), Masado (Japan)
Discussant: Brehm (USA)
2nd Session: 9:00-12:30, Wednesday 21st
Work and retirement of older persons/ Travail et retraite des personnes plus âgées
Chairman: Anatoly A. Zvorkine
Contributors: Zvorkine (France), Sodei (Japan), Streib (USA)
Discussant: Shipboard (USA)
Pension systems and economic problems of aging/Systèmes des pensions et problèmes économiques des vieillards
Vice-Chairman: Shulman (United Nations Org.)
Contributors: Atkinson (U.K.), Orbach (USA)
Discussant: In process
3rd Session: 9:00-12:30, Friday 23rd
Family and social relations of the aged/Famille et rapports sociaux des vieillards
Chairman: Soichi Nasu
Contributors: Lopata (USA), Dumon (Belgium), de Moussac (France), Yamane (Japan)
Discussant: Masudo (Japan)
Age groups and the problem of generations/ Généraux d'âge et problèmes des générations
Vice-Chairman: Broen (USA)
Contributors: Urlants (USSR), Maddox (Australia), Takenaka (Japan), Trekel (Spain)
Discussant: Riley (USA)

WORKING GROUP 9:
Problems of youth / Problèmes des jeunes
CHAIRMAN CO-ORDINATOR:
Ovidiu Badina
Central de Cercetarii Pentru Problemele Tinerului
Str. Onoarei 9-11
Bucharest, Romania
SESSION CHAIRMAN:
Ehsan Naraghi
8, Rue Dupont des Loges
Paris 7, France.
Benjamin Nelson
Dept. of Sociology
New School for Social Research
68, Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10003, U.S.A.
Constantin Vlad
Calea Victoriei 128
Case Belgie
Bucharest, Romania

TIME-TABLE:
1st Session: 9:00-12:30, Tuesday 20th
Unity and plurality of civilizations/Unité et pluralisme des civilisations
2nd Session: 9:00-12:30, Wednesday 21st
Methods for studying civilizations/Methodes d'étude des civilisations
3rd Session: 9:00-12:30, Friday 23rd
Cultural revolution and societies/Revolution culturelle et sociétés

WORKING GROUP 12:
Role of trade unions in contemporary societies/Rôle des syndicats dans les sociétés contemporaines
CHAIRMAN CO-ORDINATOR:
Alessandro Pizzorno
Nuffield College
Oxford, Great Britain
SESSION CHAIRMAN:
Maurice Chaumont
43, Place Guy Guyem
1170 Watermael, Belgium
Jacques Defny
Dépt. de Sociologie
Université de Montréal
Montreal, Quebec, Canada
Everett Kassellow
Dept. of Political Sciences
University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisc. 63706, U.S.A.
SECRETARY:
Richard Perelli
Magdalen College
Oxford, Great Britain

TIME-TABLE:
1st Session: 9:00-12:30, Tuesday 20th
Changes in the composition of the working classes and effects on labour movements/Changements dans la composition des classes et leur conséquences sur les mouvements ouvriers
Chairman: Jacques Defny
2nd Session: 9:00-12:30, Wednesday 21st
New goals and patterns of industrial conflicts/Nouvelles révendications et nouvelles formes des conflits industriels
Chairman: Maurice Chaumont
3rd Session: 9:00-12:30, Friday 23rd
Changes in the role of trade unions in the political systems/Changements dans le rôle du syndicat dans les systèmes politiques
Chairman: Everett Kassellow

WORKING GROUP 13:
Changing occupational and family roles of women/Modifications du rôle de la femme dans le monde du travail et au sein de la famille
CHAIRMAN CO-ORDINATOR:
Elise Boulding
Institute of Behavioral Science
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado 80302, U.S.A.
Anatoli G. Kharchev
Soviet Sociological Association
Novocheremushkinskaya 46
V-419 Moscow 117418, U.S.S.R.
Jacqueline Frisch-Gauthier
Centre d'Etudes Sociologiques 82, Rue Chevaleret
Paris 75017, France
SECRETARY:
Dorothy Carson
Institute of Behavioral Science
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado 80302 USA

TIME-TABLE:
1st Session: 9:00-12:30, Tuesday 20th
Family, social structure and sex roles / Famille, structure sociale et rôles sexuels
Chairman: Jacqueline Frisch-Gauthier
2nd Session: 9:00-12:30, Wednesday 21st
Sex identification and socialisation / Identifi- cation sexuelle et socialisation
Chairman: Jessie Bernard
3rd Session: 9:00-12:30, Friday 23rd
Family roles and work roles / Rôles dans la famille et rôles dans le travail
Chairman: Anatoly Kharchev

WORKING GROUP 14:
Problems of technological innovation in non-industrialized countries/Problèmes de l'innovation technologique dans les pays non-industrialisés
CHAIRMAN CO-ORDINATOR:
Gleb B. Starushenko
Soviet Sociological Association
Novocheremushkinskaya 46
V-419 Moscow, 117418, U.S.S.R.
SESSION CHAIRMEN:
S. M. Amin
I.D.E.P.
B.P. 3198
Dakar, Senegal
TO BE APPOINTED
TO BE APPOINTED
TIME-TABLE:
1st Session: 9:00-12:30, Tuesday 20th
2nd Session: 9:00-12:30, Wednesday 21st
3rd Session: 9:00-12:30, Friday 23rd

3. ROUND TABLES

ROUND TABLE 1:
Is there a crisis in sociology? Y-a-t-il une crise dans la sociologie?
CHAIRMAN:
Thomas B. Bottomore
School of Social Sciences
The University of Sussex
Falmer / Brighton BN1 2CN
Great Britain
RAPPORTEUR:
Franco Ferrarotti
Istituto di Sociologia
Università degli Studi di Roma
Via V.F. Orlando, 75
00185 Roma, Italy
PANELISTS:
Norman Birnbaum (U.S.A.)
Amando De Miguel (Spain)
Stefan Nowak (Poland)
A. K. Saran (India)
Igor S. Kohn (U.S.S.R.)
Ivan Kuvacic (Yugoslavia)
TIME-TABLE (Provisional):
9:00-12:30, Friday 23rd

ROUND TABLE 2:
The construction of social indicators La construction des indicateurs sociaux
CHAIRMAN CO-ORDINATOR:
Gennadiy Osipov
Institute of Sociological Research
Novocheremushkinskaya 46
V-419 Moscow, 117418, U.S.S.R.
TIME-TABLE:
1st Session: 9:00-12:30, Tuesday 20th
The construction of social indicators La construction des indicateurs sociaux
CHAIRMAN:
Gennadiy Osipov
RAPPORTEUR:
Irwin Deutscher
Dept. of Sociology
Case Western Reserve University
Cleveland, Ohio 44106, U.S.A.
PANELISTS:
Tortuato di Tella (Argentina)
Zygmunt Gostkowski (Poland)
Wolfgang Zapf (F.R.G.)
Joseph Kahl (U.S.A.)
Leslie Wilcox (U.S.A.)
Frank Andrews (U.S.A.)
Vladan Koltunovski (U.S.S.R.)
RAPPORTEUR:
Octavio Ianni
Rua Gaivota 620
Indianpolis
04532 Sao Paulo, Brazil
TIME-TABLE: (provisional)
9.00-12.30, Friday 22nd

ROUND TABLE 7:
Comparative analysis of social structures in U.S.A. and Western Europe
Analyse comparée des structures sociales aux U.S.A. et en Europe Occidentale.
CHAIRMAN:
Seymour Martin Lipset
Dept. of Social Relations
Harvard University
William James Hall
Cambridge, Mass. 02138, U.S.A.
RAPPORTEUR:
TO BE APPOINTED
TIME-TABLE: (provisional)
9.00-12.30, Friday 23rd

ROUND TABLE 8:
International tensions and disarmament
Tensions internationales et désarmement
CHAIRMAN:
Morris Janowitz
Dept. or Sociology
University of Chicago
1126 E. 59th Street
Chicago, Ill. 60637, U.S.A.
RAPPORTEUR:
Dmitri Ermolenko
Soviet Sociological Association
Novocherkasskikhvskaya 48
V-419 Moscow 117416, U.S.S.R.
PANELISTS:
Dolgu (Rumania)
Wilfried von Bredow (Germany)
Candido Mendes (Brazil)
Fedor N. Bouriatzki (U.S.S.R.)
TIME-TABLE:
9.00-12.30, Wednesday 21st

ROUND TABLE 9:
Difficulties of international research in the social sciences
Difficulties de la recherche internationale dans les sciences sociales
CHAIRMAN:
Jean Sloetzal
Rue d'Aumale
Paris 9, France
RAPPORTEUR:
Alexander Szalai
Attillai 125
Budapest 1, Hungary
TIME-TABLE: 9.00-12.30, Wednesday 21st

RAPPROPORTEUR:
MODERATOR:
Janos Farkas
London School of Economics and Political Science
Houghton Street
Aldwych, London WC 2A-2AE
Great Britain
RAPPORTEUR:
TO BE APPOINTED
PANELISTS:
(Suggested by the Program Committee)
Marzio Barbagli (Italy)
Aguilin Cazaclie (Rumania)
Jean Claude Plassandeau (France)
(additional suggestions)
Mark Blaug (U.K.)
Gilda Betancourt Roa (Cuba)
James Coleman (U.S.A.)
or Neil J. Smelser (U.S.A.)
Christopher Jencks (U.S.A.)
Eric Jantsch (Australia)
TIME-TABLE:
9.00-12.30, Wednesday 21st

2.4. SYMPOSIAS
SYMPOSIUM 1:
Comparative analysis of the development of sociology as a discipline
Analyse comparée du développement de la sociologie en tant que discipline
CHAIRMAN OR CO-ORDINATOR:
Stein Rokkan
Chr. Michiellsens Institutt
Den Humanistiske Adelving
Gamle Kadesfeltet 12
5600 Bergen, Norway
SESSION CHAIRMAN:
Stefan Mikhailov
Académie Bulgare des Sciences
Institut de Sociologie
Boulevard Wetcha 36
Soflia, Bulgaria
Henri Stahl
Comité National de Sociologie
St. Onesti II
Buchareste, Rumania
SECRETARY:
Elizabeth Crawford
P.H.E. - C.N.R.S.
4, Rue de Chevreuse
75006 Paris, France
TIME-TABLE:
1st Session: 9.00-12.30, Tuesday 20th
Long-term trends in the development of sociology
Tendances à long terme dans le développement de la sociologie
CONTRIBUTORS:
1. Randall Collins (University of California, San Diego, U.S.A.) - "The organization of sociology in terms of the competing community structures of science, practical application, political ideology and esthetic culture"
3. Bernard Lécuyer - Victor Kardash (C.N.R.S., France) - "Institutions and social conditions of the early development of French sociology"
4. Wouter van Rossum (University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands) - "The development of sociology as seen through two Dutch Journals"
5. H.H. Stahl (Académie des Sciences sociales et politiques de Rumanie) - "Développement de la sociologie en Roumanie"
6. Andrei Zdravomislav (U.S.S.R.) - "Quelques tendances du développement du savoir sous l'impact de la révolution scientifique et technique"
7. Jerzy Szacki (Poland) - "Sur les écoles dans la sociologie"

RAPPORTEUR:
Octavio Ianni
Rua Gaivota 620
Indianpolis
04532 Sao Paulo, Brazil
TIME-TABLE: (provisional)
9.00-12.30, Friday 22nd

ROUND TABLE 7:
Comparative analysis of social structures in U.S.A. and Western Europe
Analyse comparée des structures sociales aux U.S.A. et en Europe Occidentale.
CHAIRMAN:
Seymour Martin Lipset
Dept. of Social Relations
Harvard University
William James Hall
Cambridge, Mass. 02138, U.S.A.
RAPPORTEUR:
TO BE APPOINTED
TIME-TABLE: (provisional)
9.00-12.30, Friday 23rd

ROUND TABLE 8:
International tensions and disarmament
Tensions internationales et désarmement
CHAIRMAN:
Morris Janowitz
Dept. or Sociology
University of Chicago
1126 E. 59th Street
Chicago, Ill. 60637, U.S.A.
RAPPORTEUR:
Dmitri Ermolenko
Soviet Sociological Association
Novocherkasskikhvskaya 48
V-419 Moscow 117416, U.S.S.R.
PANELISTS:
Dolgu (Rumania)
Wilfried von Bredow (Germany)
Candido Mendes (Brazil)
Fedor N. Bouriatzki (U.S.S.R.)
TIME-TABLE:
9.00-12.30, Wednesday 21st

ROUND TABLE 9:
Difficulties of international research in the social sciences
Difficulties de la recherche internationale dans les sciences sociales
CHAIRMAN:
Jean Sloetzal
Rue d'Aumale
Paris 9, France
RAPPORTEUR:
Alexander Szalai
Attillai 125
Budapest 1, Hungary
TIME-TABLE: 9.00-12.30, Wednesday 21st

RAPPROPORTEUR:
MODERATOR:
Janos Farkas
London School of Economics and Political Science
Houghton Street
Aldwych, London WC 2A-2AE
Great Britain
RAPPORTEUR:
TO BE APPOINTED
PANELISTS:
(Suggested by the Program Committee)
Marzio Barbagli (Italy)
Aguilin Cazaclie (Rumania)
Jean Claude Plassandeau (France)
(additional suggestions)
Mark Blaug (U.K.)
Gilda Betancourt Roa (Cuba)
James Coleman (U.S.A.)
or Neil J. Smelser (U.S.A.)
Christopher Jencks (U.S.A.)
Eric Jantsch (Australia)
TIME-TABLE:
9.00-12.30, Wednesday 21st

2.4. SYMPOSIAS
SYMPOSIUM 1:
Comparative analysis of the development of sociology as a discipline
Analyse comparée du développement de la sociologie en tant que discipline
CHAIRMAN OR CO-ORDINATOR:
Stein Rokkan
Chr. Michiellsens Institutt
Den Humanistiske Adelving
Gamle Kadesfeltet 12
5600 Bergen, Norway
SESSION CHAIRMAN:
Stefan Mikhailov
Académie Bulgare des Sciences
Institut de Sociologie
Boulevard Wetcha 36
Soflia, Bulgaria
Henri Stahl
Comité National de Sociologie
St. Onesti II
Buchareste, Rumania
SECRETARY:
Elizabeth Crawford
P.H.E. - C.N.R.S.
4, Rue de Chevreuse
75006 Paris, France
TIME-TABLE:
1st Session: 9.00-12.30, Tuesday 20th
Long-term trends in the development of sociology
Tendances à long terme dans le développement de la sociologie
CONTRIBUTORS:
1. Randall Collins (University of California, San Diego, U.S.A.) - "The organization of sociology in terms of the competing community structures of science, practical application, political ideology and esthetic culture"
3. Bernard Lécuyer - Victor Kardash (C.N.R.S., France) - "Institutions and social conditions of the early development of French sociology"
4. Wouter van Rossum (University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands) - "The development of sociology as seen through two Dutch Journals"
5. H.H. Stahl (Académie des Sciences sociales et politiques de Rumanie) - "Développement de la sociologie en Roumanie"
6. Andrei Zdravomislav (U.S.S.R.) - "Quelques tendances du développement du savoir sous l'impact de la révolution scientifique et technique"
7. Jerzy Szacki (Poland) - "Sur les écoles dans la sociologie"
DISCUSSANTS:
L. Gallino (University of Torino, Italy)
Terry Clark (Yale University, U.S.A.)
Anders Gullberg (University of Stockholm, Sweden)
Johan Asplund (University of Copenhagen, Denmark)

2nd Session: 9:00-12.30, Wednesday 21st
Current conflicts with respect to sociological roles
Oral and written conflicts in the role sociology

CONTRIBUTORS:
1. Jennifer Platt (University of Sussex, U.K.)
«Work orientations and work roles as reflected in a study of British sociologists»
2. Rolf Klima (Universität Bielefeld, Germany)
«Role conflict and anomie in German sociology»
3. A.D. Biderman and Laury M. Sharp
(Bureau of Social Science Research, U.S.A.)
«The competitive social research industry in the U.S.»
4. Sten Johansson (University of Stockholm, Sweden)
«The sociologist as policy researcher»

5. J. Dragun (Laboratoire de Sociologie de l'Université de Bucharest) «Statut social et professionnalisation du sociologue»
6. Stojan Mikhailov (Bulgaria) «La Sociologie et la gestion sociale»

DISCUSSANTS:
Brigitte I. Horowitz (Rutgers University, U.S.A.)
James E. Curtis (Waterloo University, Canada)
Larry T. Reynolds (Southern Illinois University, U.S.A.)

SYMPOSIUM 2:
Epistemology of sociological knowledge
Épistémologie de la connaissance sociologique

CHAIRMAN CO-ORDINATOR:
Velcho Dobriyanov
Bulgarian Sociological Association
Biv. Pr. Parchov Extra 8
Sofia, Bulgaria

SESSION CHAIRMAN:
Galina M. Andreeva
Soviet Sociological Association
Novocherkasskikhskaya 46
V-418 Moscow 117418, U.S.S.R.

TO BE APPOINTED
TIME-TABLE:
1st Session: 9:00-12.30, Wednesday 21st
2nd Session: 9:00-12.30, Friday 23rd

SYMPOSIUM 3:
National dependence and independence
Dépendance et indépendance nationales

CHAIRMAN CO-ORDINATOR:
Gabriel Kolko
Département d'Histoire
Université de Montréal
Faculté des Arts
4700 Keele Street
Downview, Ontario M3J 1P3, Canada

SESSION CHAIRMAN:
Hideo Yamada
The Institute of Economic Research
Hokkaido University
Kitaizumi
Tokyo, Japan

TO BE APPOINTED
TIME-TABLE:
1st Session: 9:00-12.30, Tuesday 20th
2nd Session: 9:00-12.30, Wednesday 21st

SYMPOSIUM 4:
The study of decision making processes
L'étude des processus des «decision-making»

CHAIRMAN CO-ORDINATOR:
Adam Podgorecki
Institut Profilaktyki Spolecznej
i Rozwoju Licencji i UW
ul. Podchorazych 20
00271 Warszawa, Poland

SESSION CHAIRMAN:
Ako Sato
Sociologické Institut
Korte Sluistrasse 3
Amsterdam, Netherlands

Gertrude Lenzer
Dept. of Sociology
Brooklyn College
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11210, U.S.A.

SECRETAIRE:
Jerzy Kurnai
Rakowicka 22A m. 10
02-519 Warszawa, Poland

TIME-TABLE:
1st Session: 9:00-12.30, Tuesday 20th
Social scientists, intellectuals and the making of policy (Gertrude Lenzer)
Les savants sociaux, les intellectuels et la formation de la politique

2nd Session: 9:00-12.30, Wednesday 21st
a) Community decision-making processes
Les processus de communauté des «decision-making»
b) Decision-making processes in enterprises
(Jerzy Kurnai)
Les processus des «decision-making» dans l'entreprise
c) Decisions and organisations (James G. March - Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences - 202 Junipero Serra Blvd. - Stanford, Calif. 94305, U.S.A.
and Michel Crozier - Centre de Sociologie des organisations - 20, Rue Geoffroy St. Hilaire - Paris, 5 - France)

SYMPOSIUM 5:
Formalisation in sociology (3 sessions)
Formalisation en sociologie (3 sessions)

CHAIRMAN CO-ORDINATOR:
James S. Coleman
Dept. of Sociology
University of Chicago
Chicago, Ill. 60637, U.S.A.

SESSION CHAIRMENTS:
Raymond Boudon
51, Avenue Trudaine
75009 Paris, France

Jan Lutzynski
Universytetu 3 m 7
90137 Lodz, Poland

Vittorio Capocchi
V.le XII Giugno 11
40124 Bologna, Italy

TIME-TABLE:
1st Session: 9:00-12.30, Tuesday 20th
2nd Session: 9:00-12.30, Wednesday 21st
3rd Session: 9:00-12.30, Friday 23rd

SYMPOSIUM 6:
Programmes and computers in sociology
Programmes et machines en sociologie

CHAIRMAN CO-ORDINATOR:
Philip Stone
Dept. of Sociology
Harvard University
William James Hall
Cambridge, Mass. 02138, U.S.A.

SESSION CHAIRMAN:
Mario Losano
C.so Monte Vecchio 68
10129 Torino, Italy

Abel G. Aganbegian
Georgetown Prospect Nanki 17
Novosibirsk 90, U.S.S.R.

TIME-TABLE:
1st Session: 9:00-12.00, Wednesday 21st
2nd Session: 9:00-12.30, Friday 23rd

General presentations reviewing computing and sociology, 1974
Proposed topics:
a) Teaching sociology with computers
b) Sociological problems of computing in sociology - proposed strategies
c) Networks and public data access
d) Text analysis in sociology: social indicators from mass media
e) Time series computing in sociology
For each topic, a twenty minute overview paper will be commissioned. The list of topics is tentative and new suggestions will be considered until early 1974. Persons wishing to be discussants are asked to notify the symposium secretary.

Communications regarding the symposium should be addressed to the symposium secretary:
Klaus Allerbeck (University of Cologne)
C/o William James Hall
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
Telephone: 617-495-3546

Deadlines:
Abstracts of papers (forms provided): March 1, 1974
Estimates of wall and/or table space needed for exhibits: May 15, 1974
Plans for computer terminal demonstrations: April 15, 1974
Copies of papers: May 15, 1974

Note: The March 1 deadline is to conform to Sociological Abstracts requirements; late papers can be accepted but will not have an abstract in the registration package.

2.5. SPECIAL SESSIONS

SPECIAL SESSION 1
Sponsored jointly by the International Sociological Association and the Canadian Sociology and Anthropology Association
Sociology and the Canadian society
La sociologie et la société canadienne

CHAIRMAN CO-ORDINATOR:
John Porter
Dept. of Sociology
William James Hall
Harvard University
Cambridge, Mass. 02138, U.S.A.

SESSION CHAIRMAN:
Oswald Hall
Dept. of Sociology
University of Toronto
563 St. Catherine Avenue
Toronto, Canada

Richard Salisbury
Dept. of Anthropology and Sociology
McGill University
P.O. Box 8129
Montreal 101, Canada

Jan Loubser
Director of Strategic Planning
Citizenship Branch
Dept. of the Secretary of State
 Slater Street
Ottawa, Canada

TIME-TABLE:
1st Session: 9:00-12.30, Friday 23rd
Canadian sociology in historical and contemporary perspectives / Sociologie canadienne sous perspectives historiques et contemporaines
Chairman: John Porter and Oswald Hall
Papers: S. D. Clark - Historical overview of development in Canada / Frank E. Jones - Current sociological research in Canada: the views of a journal editor

Communication: Guy Rocher - L'importance des théories sociologiques européennes et américaines pour le développement de la sociologie au Canada français et au Canada anglais

Discussions to be arranged.

2nd Session: 15:00-16.00, Friday 23rd
Canada's native peoples / Peuples natifs du Canada
Chairman: Richard Salisbury
Papers, authors and discussants to be arranged

SESSION 2: 15:00-18.00, Friday 23rd
Language and social policies / Langue et stratégies culturelles
Chairman: Jan Loubser
Papers, authors and discussants to be arranged

SPECIAL SESSION 2
Sponsored jointly by five Research Committees of the International Sociological Association
Social development and ecological processes
Développement social et processus écologiques
SPECIAL SESSION 6:  
Sponsored by CIUSS  
Scientific information problems in the field of sociology  
Problèmes d'information scientifique dans le domaine de la sociologie  
CO-ORDINATOR:  
Jean Meyris  
Comité International pour l'Information et la Documentation en Sciences Sociales  
77, Rue Saint-Guillaume  
75 Paris 7, France  
The meeting will be divided into two sessions:  
1) The first session will be a demonstration of bibliographic data research using computers. Congress participants will be able to interrogate both the stock of documents which the Organisation Internationale du Travail has accumulated over the years and which mainly concern political, economic, and manpower problems, etc. and a specially prepared stock of essentially sociological papers and documents previously indexed according to our Thesaurus method for treating sociological data.  
2) The other session will be a round table on the recent development of data obtaining methods available to sociologists, for which we shall get various specialists to prepare several reports on particular problems.  
TIME-TABLE:  
15:00-18:00, Monday 19th  
SPECIAL SESSION 7:  
Sponsored by the European Co-ordination Centre for Research and Documentation in Social Sciences (Grüngassestrasse 2 - 1010 WIEN - Austria)  
Comparative research in industrial sociology  
Recherches comparatives dans la sociologie industrielle  
CHAIRMAN:  
TO BE APPOINTED  
In this session preliminary results of the comparative study on «The Effects of Organisational Hierarchy on the Reactions of Organisation Members» and on «Automation and Industrial Workers» will be presented and discussed.  
TIME-TABLE:  
16:00-20:00, Wednesday 21st  
SPECIAL SESSION 8:  
Sponsored by the Romanian National Sociological Committee.  
Sociology and ecology  
Sociologie et écologie  
CO-ORDINATOR:  
Roman Moldovan  
Romanian National Sociological Committee  
Academy of Social And Political Sciences  
Str. Onesti nr. 11, Sectorul 1  
Bucharest, Romania  
CONTENTS AND AIMS:  
- topicality and importance of the social problems of conservation of the natural and social environment;  
- directions, trends and programs in pollution control;  
- territory and locality planning on modern scientific foundations - the contribution of sociology;  
- problems of setting up fully protected ecological areas;  
- juridical substantiation of ecological problems;  
- review of institutions and organisms concerned with environmental protection;  
- Romanian concerns and achievements in the field.  
TIME-TABLE:  
18:00-20:00, Wednesday 21st  
SPECIAL SESSION 9:  
Sponsored by the Centro di Prevenzione e Difesa Sociale  
The problem of teaching sociology of law  
Le problème d'apprendre la sociologie du droit  
CO-ORDINATOR:  
Renato Treves  
Centro di Prevenzione e Difesa Sociale P.zza Castello 3  
20121 Milano, Italy  
The Centro di Prevenzione e Difesa Sociale is carrying out a research aiming at establishing the level of institutionalisation of sociology of law in the university structures of different countries, on the basis of reports made by specialists.  
TIME-TABLE:  
18:00-20:00, Wednesday 21st  
SPECIAL SESSION 10:  
Problems of asymmetry, ideology, nationalism and community  
Problèmes d'asymétrie, idéologie, nationalism et communauté  
Social sciences as a transnational community  
Les sciences sociales comme une communauté transnationale  
COORDINATORS:  
Chadwick Alper  
Mershon Center Ohio State University  
196 W. 10th Avenue Columbus, Ohio 43201, U.S.A.  
Gene M. Lyons  
Dartmouth College  
Hanover, New Hampshire 03755, U.S.A.  
BACKGROUND PAPER:  
Problems of asymmetry, ideology, role conflict and self-consciousness in the transnational social science community / Problèmes d'asymétrie, idéologie, conflit de rôle et autoconscience dans la communauté transnationale des sciences sociales.  
TIME-TABLE:  
15:00-18:00, Tuesday 20th  
SPECIAL SESSION 11:  
Sociology in UNESCO and international organizations  
Sociologie dans l'UNESCO et dans les organisations internationales  
COORDINATOR:  
B. Y. Card  
University of Alberta  
Edmonton, Canada  
Program in preparation  
TIME-TABLE:  
9:00-12:30, Wednesday 21st  
2.6. AD HOC GROUPS  
AD HOC GROUP 1  
Sociology of deviance  
Sociologie de la déviance  
COORDINATORS:  
Giovanni Jervis  
Via Ponte Boscolato 3  
4200 Reggio Emilia, Italy  
James C. Hackler  
Dept. of Sociology  
The University of Alberta  
Edmonton, Canada  
This Ad Hoc Group has two primary goals at the World Congress: first, to provide an intellectual exchange in the area of sociology of deviance and social control; secondly to consider the possibility of forming a permanent research committee.  
The Sociology of deviance session will include at least three special sessions: one will be, «The Pros and Cons of Radical Criminology». Participants will include Ian Taylor, Stellenbosch University; Franco Ferrari, University of Rome;
Karl Schumann, Bleikvass University, and Jackson Toby, Rutgers University.

A second panel will be on Recent Social Psychological Perspectives in Criminology - General Discusses. University of South Hampton, will make the initial presentation. Gwynn Nettier, University of Alberta, will serve as co-chair.

There will be several sessions dealing with drug addiction and alcoholism. Anyone interested in participating in these sessions should write directly to P. J. Giften, Department of Sociology, University of Toronto. Other sessions will be organised depending on the papers which are accepted. The deadline for submitting papers is February 1st and they should be sent to Jim Hackler. Carbon copies should be sent to Giovanni Jervis.

TIME-TABLE:
15.00-16.30, Monday, 19th
General session on the Sociology of deviance. Announcements concerning the formation of a BIC group.
16.30-18.00, Monday, 19th
Two sessions on special topics
15.00-16.30, Tuesday, 20th
Two sessions on special topics
16.00-16.30, Wednesday, 21st
General discussion and business meeting
15.00-16.30, Monday, 26th
Two sessions on special topics

AD HOC GROUP 2: Images of the world in the year 2000 Images du monde en l'an 2000
COORDINATOR:
Helmut Ormaurer, European Coordination Centre for Research and Documentation in Social Sciences
Grüningerasse 2
1010 Wien, Austria
5951-31
Johan Galtung, International Peace Research Institute, P.O.Box 516
Oslo, Norway
The comparative study of the attitudes and expectations of the younger generation in 10 nations was completed in 1973. The main results of this study will be presented in this session to stimulate discussion on the implications of these results for theory building and for policy making.
TIME-TABLE:
17.00-20.00, Monday 19th

AD HOC GROUP 3: Sociology of youth Sociologie de la jeunesse
COORDINATOR:
Ovidiu Badina, Centrul de cercetari Prentrui Problemele Tineretului, Str. Onesti 9-11, Bucharest, Romania
TIME-TABLE:
15.00-18.00, Tuesday, 20th
15.00-16.00, Wednesday, 21st

AD HOC GROUP 4: Housing and social relations Logement et relations sociales
COORDINATOR:
H.M. Choldin, Department of Sociology, University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign
326 Lincoln Hall
Urbana-Champaign, Urbana 61801, U.S.A.

The general topic of this Ad Hoc Group has to do with the effects of housing on family and neighborhood life. It is an environment-specific topic and it is independent of a special order dealing specifically with one part of the built environment. The inquiry involves housing not only as a dependent variable, but also as a dependent one. Research directed towards preferences for different features or housing characteristics, the element of the built environment as a dependent variable.

The topic is extremely international, professionally and substantively. The leading work in the area has been done in Europe, and the Congress will offer an opportunity for sociologists from other regions to benefit from the expertise. Substantively, the problem is contemporary and international since it is of concern in all urban areas, especially where there is governmental involvement in the supply of housing.

TIME-TABLE:
18.00-20.00, Wednesday, 21st

AD HOC GROUP 5: Alienation theory and research Théorie et recherche de l’aliénation
COORDINATORS:
David R. Schwartz, University of Malaysia
School of Comparative Social Sciences
Minden, Penang, Malaysia
R.F. Geyser, Universiteits’ Joint Social Research Centre
O.Z. Achterburgwal 128, Amsterdam, Netherlands

On the initiative of David Schwartz an ad hoc group on alienation theory and research has been formed. They will meet in three sessions: one will be devoted to a panel discussion, where key position papers will be discussed; the other two will be reserved for a discussion of research papers. Will those interested to contribute a paper please contact as so as possible R.F. Geyser at the above address. This goes also for interested non-contributors who want to receive papers and read the争论; during the Congress availability of papers cannot be guaranteed; moreover, during the sessions the papers will be discussed, but not read.

TIME-TABLE:
17.00-20.00, Monday, 19th
15.00-16.00, Tuesday, 20th
17.00-20.00, Friday, 23rd

AD HOC GROUP 6: Sociology of disasters Sociologie des désastres
COORDINATOR:
E.L. Quaestullni, Disaster Research Center, The Ohio State University, 121-129 West 10th Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43201, U.S.A.
CHAIRMEN OF SUB-SESSIONS:
Kitao Aebi, University of Foreign Studies, Tokyo, Japan
Charles Chandesiales, Direc, Centre d’Etudes Psychosociologiques des Sinistres et leur Prévention, Paris, France
J. Rick Pont, University of Calgary, Calgary, Canada

The co-ordinator of this Ad Hoc Group is in process of obtaining papers from potential participants. If anyone else has a paper he might wish to present at the Sociology of Disasters session, he can write to E.L. Quaestullni.

TIME-TABLE:
15.00-18.00, Wednesday, 21st
20.00-23.00, Wednesday, 21st

AD HOC GROUP 7: Methodology of applying research to the service of social needs Méthodologie de la recherche appliquée au service des besoins sociaux
COORDINATOR:
Amtilio Ebitani, Center for Faculty Research, Inc., 475 Riverside Drive, New York, N.Y. 10027, U.S.A.
PARTICIPANTS:
Alex Inkeles, Stanford University, Stanford, California. His topic: "Empirical Insights: Being Modern".

Robert Paraske (University of Stirling, Stirling, Scotland). His topic: a case study in human needs.
Edmund Flores (Economista, Apartado Postal 5-305, Mexico, D.F.). His topic: "Applicability of the Economics of Development in the Service of Societal Needs".

Dehstrom (Goteborg Universitet, Goteborg, Sweden). His topic: "Applicability of Social Science in the Service of Societal Needs".

TIME-TABLE:
15.00-18.00, Monday, 20th

AD HOC GROUP 8: Social network research (the network approach to social structure, power and change) Recherche du système des relations sociales (l’approche du système à la structure sociale, au pouvoir et au changement)
COORDINATOR:
William D. Phelan, Williams College, Dept. of Sociology, Williamsom, Mass. 01267, U.S.A.
CHAIRMAN, TORONTO ARRANGEMENTS COMMITTEE:
Barry Wellman, University of Toronto, Dept. of Sociology, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

This group is concerned with elaborating the concept of "network" in the analysis of social structure and introducing the methodological techniques for extending the applications of this approach.

It is anticipated that a substantial, active contingent of participants in this specialty will attend the Congress. As one observes the rapidly growing interest in this field among political scientists, social anthropologists, and theorists and analysts of political-economic organisation, it seems likely that the sessions will also attract considerable attention from other sociologists.

TIME-TABLE:
18.00-20.00, Wednesday, 21st

AD HOC GROUP 9: Economy and society Économie et société
COORDINATORS:
Niall Smelser, 8 Mosswood Road Berkeley, Caif. 44720, U.S.A. (not back in the U.S.A. until August 74)
Alberto Martinel, Via Fontana, 28 20122 Milano, Italy

The range of topics to be discussed can be defined with relation to the kind of problems identified by major social thinkers like Marx, Weber, Schumpeter, Pareto in their analysis of the relationship between the economy and society.

Four major types of analysis are proposed, which focus on:
1) Aspects of general social theory, such as the relationship between mode of production and social relations of production - in Marx's terms - and the relationship between economic and social arrangements and social forces - in Weber's terms. Specific examples are: ideology and economic organisation, classes and state economic policy, etc.
2) The interrelationship between economic and social structures with specific reference to the process of formation of industrial society and to economic development. Specific examples: the division of labor and worker organization, social forces and actors of economic change, etc.
3) The application of the conceptual framework and explanatory models of Sociology to the study of economic processes, i.e. production, distribution, exchange and consumption. Specific examples: the analysis of the market, of entrepreneurship, of wants and consumer behaviour, etc.
4) The attempts of integration and fusion of the theoretical models and analytical categories of Economics and Sociology. For further information and for submitting papers write to Alberto Martinelli, Tel. (30) 785373.

**TIME TABLE:**

15:00-18:00, Tuesday 20th
15:00-18:00, Wednesday 21st

**AD HOC GROUP 10:**

Three budgets:
1) The time-budget as a source of indicators of the quality of life;
2) The time-budget as a basis for physical and recreational planning.

**Budget-temps:**
1) Le budget-temps comme une source des indicateurs de la qualité de la vie
2) Le budget-temps comme une base pour la planification physique et récréative.

**COORDINATORS:**
P. Feldheim
Institut de Sociologie
Université Libre de Bruxelles
44, Avenue Jeanne
B-1050 Brussels, Belgium
William Michelson
Centre d’Etno- and Community Studies
University of Toronto
150 St. George Street
Toronto 181, Ontario, Canada

**TIME-TABLE:**

1st Session: 15:00-19:00, Monday 19th
Report on the problems encountered while doing a wide time-budget survey.
Rapport sur les problèmes que l’on doit affronter en faisant une étude transnationale des Budget-temps.

2nd Session: 9:00-12:30, Tuesday 20th
Qualitative aspects of Time-Budgets. Aspects qualitatifs des Budget-Temps.

3rd Session: 15:00-18:00, Wednesday 21st
Survey of methodological problems linked with the use of Time-Budgets. Techniques et méthodes du Budget-Temps.

4th Session: 9:00-12:30, Friday 23rd
The use of Time-Budgets as a tool in environmental planning. L’usage des Budget-Temps comme un instrument dans la planification de l’environnement.

**AD HOC GROUP 11:**

Systems conceptions of social power and control structures in society.
Conceptions des systèmes de pouvoir social et structures de contrôle dans la société.

**COORDINATORS:**
Tom R. Burns
College of Liberal Arts
Dept. of Sociology and Anthropology
University of New Hampshire
Durham, New Hampshire 03824, U.S.A.

Walter Buckley
College of Liberal Arts
Dept. of Sociology and Anthropology
University of New Hampshire
Durham, New Hampshire 03824, U.S.A.

The invited papers will deal with three sub-topics: 1) Similarities and differences between Marxist theory and systems theory as it has been developed in the social sciences; 2) Theoretical papers on social power and social structure (evolution of power and structure in human societies); 3) Empirical studies with theoretical analyses of power regulations and power structures.

**TIME-TABLE:**

15:00-21:00, Wednesday 21st

**AD HOC GROUP 12:**

Sociology of art
Sociologie de l’art

**COORDINATOR:**
Bernard Colin
Dept. of Sociology and Anthropology
Connecticut College
New London, Connecticut 06230, U.S.A.

This session will serve as meeting place for all those with interests in the field. It is expected that there will be a series of short papers on a variety of art forms and on some of the problems in doing research in this area. The papers will be discussed by a small panel of two or three members who will focus on the parameters of the field. An open group discussion will be encouraged with a view toward providing guidelines for future efforts and gaining full legitimization as a recognized working group within the I.S.A.

**TIME-TABLE:**

15:00-22:00, Wednesday 21st

**AD HOC GROUP 13:**

Analysis of natural orders
Analyse des ordres naturels

**COORDINATOR:**
John O’Neill
Dept. of Sociology and Anthropology
Faculty of Arts
York University
700 Keele Street
Downsview 463, Ontario, Canada

The purpose of the group would be to bring together scholars interested in the nature of institutional, linguistic and commonsense structures of practical action. The scholars concerned would be those well known to be working in phenomenological and ethnometaphorical approaches to institutional analysis.

**TIME-TABLE:**

15:00-20:00, Wednesday 21st

**AD HOC GROUP 14**

Science, technology, revolution and culture development directions
Science, révolution technique et culture direction du développement de la culture

**COORDINATOR:**
M.T. Jvotchouk
Academy of Social Sciences
Sadova Street
Koudrinskaya
Moscow, U.S.S.R.

**TIME-TABLE:**

15:00-20:00, Wednesday 21st

2.7. **RESEARCH COMMITTEES**

Unless otherwise stated, the times allocated for Research Committee sessions are 15:00-18:00 on Tuesday 20th; Wednesday 21st; Friday 23rd.

**ARMED FORCES AND SOCIETY**

**ARMEES ET SOCIETE**

**MON. Aug. 19** - The crisis of legitimacy: general aspects
La crise de la légitimité: aspects généraux

**PROGRAM CHAIRMAN:**
Merris Janowitz
Dept. of Sociology
1120 E. 59th Street
University of Chicago
Chicago III 60637, U.S.A.

1) The military and changes in the political order
Les militaires et le changement dans l’ordre politique
2) The military and changes in the pattern of violence
Les militaires et le changement dans le taux de violence.

**CHAIRMAN:**
Jacques Van Doorn
Princes Julianastraat 20
Rotterdam 16, Netherlands

**TUE. Aug. 20** - The crisis of legitimacy: comparative and regional studies
La crise de la légitimité: études comparatives et régionales.

**CHAIRMAN:**
V. Shubkin
Inst. of International Labour Movement
Academy of Sciences, Kolpachny, Dom 9 A.
Moscow, U.S.S.R.

**WED. Aug. 21** - Legitimacy and the control of violence.
La légitimité et le contrôle de la violence.

**FRI. Aug. 23** - Various problems.
Problèmes divers.

**ASPIRATIONS, NEEDS AND DEVELOPMENT ASPIRATIONS, BESOINS ET DEVELOPPEMENT**

**PROGRAM CHAIRMAN:**
P. H. Chombert de la Vauve,
Centre d’ethnologie sociale et de psychosociologie
11, rue Onze-Novembre, Montouge, France.

**MON. Aug. 18** - Open Session, reports from working groups and summaries of meetings held since Varna.
Séance ouverte: présentation des groupes de travail et compte rendu des rencontres faites après Varna.

**TUE. Aug. 19** - Open Session: presentation of individual research and works published by members of the Committee since 1970.

**WED. Aug. 21** - Closed session; summaries of current group work, presentation of the new four-year research plan, selection of new specialised teams for comparative research.
Séance fermée: compte rendu des travaux de groupe en cours, présentation des projets de recherche pour les prochains quatre ans, sélection des nouveaux chercheurs spécialisés pour la recherche comparative.

**FRI. Aug. 23** - Closed session for election of new members and a renewal of the Committee Board.
Séance fermée: élection des nouveaux membres et renouvellement du conseil du Comité.

**COMMUNITY RESEARCH**

**RECHERCHES SUR LES COMMUNAUTES**

**PROGRAM CHAIRMAN:**
Terry Clark
Dept. of Sociology
University of Chicago
1126 A. 59th Street
Chicago, Ill. 60637, U.S.A.

**MON. Aug. 19** - Community autonomy in the national system: sources, variations, consequences.
Autonomie de la communauté dans le système national: ses origines, ses variations, ses conséquences.

**TUE. Aug. 20** - Comparative subnational policy outputs.
Outputs comparés de la politique subnationale.

**WED. Aug. 21** - Community structure and innovation.
La structure communautaire et l’innovation.

**FRI. Aug. 22** - Round table discussion: "Current issues in community research".
Problèmes actuels dans la recherche de communautés.

**SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION**

**SOCILOGIE DE L’EDUCATION**

**MON. Aug. 19** - Scientific revolutions and power: social relationships in educational systems.
La révolution scientifique et le pouvoir: Rapports sociaux dans les systèmes.

**CHAIRMAN:**
C.E. Bidwell
5835 Kimbark Ave
Chicago, Ill. 60637, U.S.A.

**TUE. Aug. 20** - Political implications of the education of the working classes.
Les implications politiques de l’éducation de la classe ouvrière.

**CHAIRMAN:**
V. Shubkin
Inst. of International Labour Movement
Academy of Sciences, Kolpachny, Dom 9 A.
Moscow, U.S.S.R.

**WED. Aug. 21** - Role of education in the social integration of elites.
Le rôle de l’éducation dans l’intégration sociale des élites.
Les influences transnationales sur le développement de la sociologie
Fri, Aug. 23 - Other papers: general discussion.
Projects for the futur.

INNOVATIVE PROCESSES
IN SOCIAL CHANGE
PROGRAM INNOVATEUR DANS LA TRANSFORMATION SOCIALE
PROGRAM CHAIRMAN:
F. P. Bury-Laporte
Research Institute for Immigration and Ethnic Studies
Washington, D.C. 20050 U.S.A.
Fri, Aug. 23 - Ethnic and racial relations and political activities.
Rapports ethniques et de race et activités politiques.
Chairman:
F.P. Bury-Laporte
McMaster University
Dept. of Political Science
Ontario, Canada

FAMILY SOCIOLOGY
SOCILOGIE DE LA FAMILLE
PROGRAM CHAIRMAN:
M. E. L. Enero
Mexico City, Mexico

SOCILOGIE DE LA FAMILLE
PROGRAM CHAIRMAN:
M. E. L. Enero
Mexico City, Mexico

LOGIC AND METHODOLOGY OF SOCIOLOGY
LOGIQUE ET METHODOLOGIE DE LA SOCILOGIE
Program to be submitted. For information write to:
Stefan Nowak
Polish Sociological Association
SozioLOGIA
Warsaw University
72 Nowy Swiat
Warsaw 64, Poland

SOCIOMETRY OF MASS COMMUNICATION
SOCIOMETRIE DE LA COMMUNICATION DE MASSE
Mon, Aug. 19 - Epistemology and theory of communication.
Epistemologie et théorie de la communication.
Chairman:
Stefan Nowak
Polish Sociological Association
SozioLOGIA
Warsaw University
72 Nowy Swiat
Warsaw 64, Poland

TUE, AUG 20 - COMMUNICATION AND SOCIAL ISSUES
COMMUNICATION ET THEMATIQUE SOCIALE
Wed, Aug 21 - Comparative study on deviance, violence and conformity.
Etude comparative sur la déviance, la violence et la conformité.
Chairman:
Michel Ruigrok
Georg-August-Universität
Göttingen, Germany

CROSS-STRATEGIES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIOLOGY
STRATEGIES TRANSVERSALES ET DE LA SOCILOGIE
PROGRAM CHAIRMAN:
W. Ryan
GBI
Washington, D.C.
Fri, Aug. 23 - International communication.
Communications internationales.
SOCIOLOGY OF MEDICINE
SOCIOLOGIE DE LA MEDICINE

Mon. Aug. 18 - The sick rôle.

La rôle du malade.

Chairman:
Kazimierz Zygulska,
Buczka 30 M. 8,
Lodz, Poland.

SOCIOLOGY OF MEDICINE
SOCIOLOGIE DE LA MEDICINE

Mon. Aug. 20 - Internal migration: industrial and post-industrial societies.
La migration interne: Les sociétés industrielles et post-industrielles.

Chairman:
Robert Alford,
Sociology Dept.,
Univ. of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wisconsin 53705, U.S.A.

Wednesday, Aug. 21 - The State and the economy.
L'état et l'économie.

Chairman:
Ivan Valkier,
Sociology Dept.,
Columbia Univ.,
N. Yew 27, U.S.A.

SOCIETY OF MEDICINE
SOCIETE DES MEDECINS

PROGRAM CHAIRMAN:
A. Abdel-Malek
C.N.R.S.,
54, Blvd. Raspail
Paris 6ème France

Mon. Aug. 19 - The national project in contemporary societies.
Le projet national dans les sociétés contemporaines.

Tue. Aug. 20 - The national question in Canada.
La questione nationale en Canada.

SOCIETY OF MOVEMENTS AND IMPERIALISM
Mouvements Nationaux et Imperialisme

PROGRAM CHAIRMAN:
A. Abdel-Malek
C.N.R.S.,
54, Blvd. Raspail
Paris 6ème France

Mon. Aug. 19 - The application and relevance of organizational theory.
L'application et la pertinence de la théorie des organisations.

Chairman:
C.R. Hinings
Dept. of Sociology,
U. of Birmingham,
Birmingham, England.

Tue. Aug. 21 - Imperialism and hegemony.
Impérialisme et hégémonie.

SOCIOLOGY OF ORGANIZATION
SOCILOGIE DE L'ORGANISATION

Mon. Aug. 18 - Educational apartheid.
L'éducation et l'apartheid.

Chairman:
Mark G. Field,
4 Peacock Farm Road,
Lexington, Mass. 02173, U.S.A.

SUNDAY SESSIONS
SÉANCE D'APRÈS-MIDI

Chairman:
Mark G. Field,
4 Peacock Farm Road,
Lexington, Mass. 02173, U.S.A.

SUNDAY SESSIONS
SÉANCE D'APRÈS-MIDI

Chairman:
Mark G. Field,
SOCIOLOGISTS

SOCIOLINGUISTIQUES

Mon, Aug 19 - Census (Scientific linguistic census: conditions and methods)
Le recensement (Recensement linguistique scientifique: conditions et méthodes).
Chairman: L. Khubchandani, Indian Inst. of Advanced Studies
Rashtrapati Nivas, Simla 171005, India

Discipline (Sociologie du langage as a discipline)
La discipline (La sociologie du langage comme discipline).
Chairman: R. Kjolseth, 1150 Euclid Avenue, Boulder, Colorado 80302 USA
Educational policies on languages.
La politique éducative des langues.
Chairman: J. Des Quins, Political Science Dept.,
University of California, Berkeley, California 94720 U.S.A.

Tue, Aug. 19 - Governmental functions and languages.
Fonctions gouvernementales et langues.
Chairman: A. Dill, 6834 Lindo Paseo, San Diego, California 92115, U.S.A.
Minority groups and language movements.
Groupes de minorité et mouvements linguistiques.
Chairman: J. B. Rudnycky, Dept. of Slavic Studies, University of Minnesota,
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R3T2N2.
Nationalism and language loyalty.
Nationalisme et fidélité linguistique.
Chairman: P. an der Planck, "Poortpleysts," Weespens Westonderadeel,
Netherlands 78-30-21.30 Extra Session.

Wed, Aug. 20 - Occupational factors and language.
Facteurs de l'occupation et langage.
Chairman: E. Hughes, Sociology Dept.,
Boston College, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02167, U.S.A.
Planning of languages.
La planification des langues.
Chairman: J. Knappert, School of Oriental and African Studies,
Religion and language.
Religion et langage.
Chairman: T. Luckman, Fachbereich Soziologie,
Jacobs-Burkhardt Strasse, 755 Konstanz, F.R.G.
16:30-21.30 Extra Session.

Fri, Aug. 21 - Social stratification and language.
La stratification sociale et le langage.
Chairman: U. Oevermann, Max-Planck Inst. für Bildungsforschung,
Blüsestrasse 2, Berlin 31, F.R.G.
Speech act theory, ethnomethodology, microsociolinguistics.
Theoré de l'acte de parler, ethnométhodologie, microsociolinguistique.
Chairman: F. Sack, Lehrstuhli für Soziologie, Universitätstrasse 31,
8400 Regensburg, F.R.G.
Urban-rural differences and languages.
3. TIME-TABLE OF SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monday 19th</th>
<th>Tuesday 20th</th>
<th>Wednesday 21st</th>
<th>Thursday 22nd</th>
<th>Friday 23rd</th>
<th>Saturday 24th</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9.00-10.00</td>
<td>9.00-12.30</td>
<td>9.00-12.30</td>
<td>9.00-12.30</td>
<td>9.00-12.30</td>
<td>9.00-12.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Official Opening</td>
<td>Working PLENARY</td>
<td>Working PLENARY</td>
<td>PLENARY SESSION*</td>
<td>14 Working Groups</td>
<td>14 Working Groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.00-18.00</td>
<td>Research Committees* and Sessions (32)</td>
<td>Research Committees* and Sessions (32)</td>
<td>15.00-18.00</td>
<td>Research Committees* and Sessions (32)</td>
<td>Research Committees* and Sessions (32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.30 on</td>
<td>Research Committees* and Business Meetings (optional)</td>
<td>Research Committees* and Business Meetings (optional)</td>
<td>SPECIAL SESSION 3</td>
<td>SPECIAL SESSION 3</td>
<td>SPECIAL SESSION 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Please inquire to the Program Chairman of the Research Committee you are interested in for any meeting held outside the official time-tables.

* Simultaneous translation will be provided

§ Simultaneous translation has been requested and will be provided only if possible

* See special Appendices to know which sessions are
APPENDIX 1
ROUND TABLES (10):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Titles</th>
<th>Time-table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. IS THERE A CRISIS IN SOCIOLOGY?</td>
<td>9.00-12.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. THE CONSTRUCTION OF SOCIAL INDICATORS</td>
<td>9.00-12.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND POSSIBILITIES OF CHANGE IN INDUSTRIAL</td>
<td>9.00-12.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORKING CONDITIONS</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. CULTURAL INTELLIGENTSlA AND POWER</td>
<td>9.00-12.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. QUALITY OF LIFE</td>
<td>9.00-12.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. RESURGENCES OF ETHNIC AND NATIONAL IDENTITY</td>
<td>9.00-12.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL STRUCTURES IN U.S.A. AND WESTERN</td>
<td>9.00-12.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUROPE</td>
<td>Friday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. INTERNATIONAL TENSIONS AND DISARMAMENT</td>
<td>9.00-12.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. WHAT ARE THE REASONS FOR THE LOW EFFECTIVENESS OF INTERNATIONAL</td>
<td>9.00-12.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESEARCH?</td>
<td>Wed./Fri.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. FUNCTIONS OF SCHOOL SYSTEMS</td>
<td>9.00-12.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

APPENDIX 2
SYMPOSIA (6)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Titles</th>
<th>Time-table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIOLOGY AS A DISCIPLINE</td>
<td>9.00-12.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. EPISTEMOLOGY OF SOCIOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE</td>
<td>9.00-12.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wed./Fri.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. NATIONAL DEPENDENCE AND INDEPENDENCE</td>
<td>9.00-12.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tue./Wed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. THE STUDY OF DECISION MAKING PROCESSES</td>
<td>9.00-12.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tue./Wed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. FORMALISATION IN SOCIOLOGY</td>
<td>9.00-12.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tue./Wed./</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fri.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. PROGRAMS AND COMPUTERS IN SOCIOLOGY</td>
<td>9.00-12.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wed./Fri.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

APPENDIX 3
SPECIAL SESSION (11):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Titles and co-ordinators</th>
<th>Time-table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. SOCIOLOGY AND CANADIAN SOCIETY: John Porter/</td>
<td>9.00-12.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Salisbury/ Jan Loubser - C.S.A.A.</td>
<td>15.00-18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Friday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT AND ECOLOGICAL PROCESSES: Aspirations, Needs</td>
<td>9.00-12.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Development/ Innovative Processes in Social Change/Regional and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Development/Social Ecology/Community Research</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. SOCIOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES OF BIOMEDICAL TECHNIQUES: Mark Field</td>
<td>9.00-12.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R.C. on Sociology of Medicine)</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC OPINION RESEARCH AND INTERDISCIPLINARITY/</td>
<td>15.00-19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC OPINION RESEARCH: A TOOL FOR UNDERSTANDING</td>
<td>Monday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTEMPORARY SOCIETIES: Yvan Corbett (WAPO)</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. MEETING OF PUBLISHERS IN THE SOCIOLOGICAL AREA: Leo P. Chall</td>
<td>18.00-20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Sociological Abstracts Inc.)</td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION PROBLEMS IN THE FIELD OF SOCIOLOGY: Jean</td>
<td>15.00-16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meyriat (ClOSS)</td>
<td>Monday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. COMPARATIVE RESEARCH IN INDUSTRIAL SOCIETY: Vienna Centre</td>
<td>18.00-20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. SOCIOLOGY AND ECOLOGY: Roman Moldovan</td>
<td>18.00-20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Romanian National Sociological Committee)</td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. THE PROBLEM OF TEACHING SOCIOLOGY OF LAW: Renato Trevis (Centro</td>
<td>18.00-20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nazionale di Prevenzione e Difesa Sociale)</td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. PROBLEMS OF ASYMMETRY, IDEOLOGY, NATIONALISM AND COMMUNITY:</td>
<td>15.00-18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene Lyons - Chadwick Alper</td>
<td>Tuesday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. SOCIOLOGY IN UNESCO AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS: B. Y.</td>
<td>9.00-12.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Card - C.S.A.A.</td>
<td>Wednesday</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. REMINDER OF IMPORTANT NEWS AND DEADLINES OF THE CONGRESS

**DEADLINES**

Registration:
15th March - First increase of cost of registration. (See registration form)
30th June - Second increase of cost of registration
Final deadline for registration in Milan.

Hotel reservation:
30th June - No reservation of hotel or university room will be accepted after that date.

Abstracts:
1st April - Final deadline for abstracts to be sent to Leo P. Chall,
Sociological Abstracts Inc., 73-8th Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11215,
U.S.A. (See abstract sector).

Invited papers:
1st July - Final deadline for reproduction and distribution. Send an edited and
typed copy to CLAC/ISA Paper Office, c/o Sociology Dept.,
University of Toronto, 663 Spadina Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
M5S 1A1. (Use preaddressed label enclosed) (See paper sector).

IMPORANTS NEWS

If you want to present a paper please write immediately to the chairman
of the session whom you think connected with this argument - include
curriculum vitae and a short summary of your paper.

DO NOT WRITE TO THE ISA SECRETARIAT

Charter and group flights will be organized from Europe, Africa, Middle and
Far East, Latin America.

Read carefully the enclosed travel program. If you missed it, ask for a copy
from Miss Therese Jackson, ISA Secretariat, Via Daverio 7
20122 Milan, Italy.

Remember that AUGUST is high season in Toronto. Use the registration form
as soon as you make up your mind to book your room in Toronto.
### APPENDIX 4

#### AD HOC GROUPS (14):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Titles and co-ordinators</th>
<th>Time-Table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. SOCIOLOGY OF DEVIANCE; Giovanni Jervis, James C. Hackler</td>
<td>15.00-16.00 Monday/Tuesday 17.00-20.00 Wednesday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. IMAGES OF THE WORLD IN THE YEAR 2000; Helmut Ornauer (Vienna Centre)</td>
<td>17.00-20.00 Monday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. SOCIOLOGY OF YOUTH; Ovidiu Badina</td>
<td>15.00-18.00 Tuesday 17.00-20.00 Wednesday 18.00-20.00 Friday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. HOUSING AND SOCIAL RELATIONS; H.M. Choldin</td>
<td>18.00-20.00 Wednesday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. ALIENATION THEORY AND RESEARCH; David R. Schweitzer, R.F. Geyer</td>
<td>17.00-20.00 Monday 15.00-18.00 Tuesday 17.00-20.00 Wednesday 18.00-20.00 Thursday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. SOCIOLOGY OF DISASTERS; E.L. Quarantelli</td>
<td>15.00-19.00 Monday 20.00-23.00 Wednesday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. METHODOLOGY OF APPLYING RESEARCH TO THE SERVICE OF SOCIAL NEEDS; Aminti Elzioni</td>
<td>15.00-18.00 Monday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. SOCIAL NETWORK RESEARCH; William D. Phelan</td>
<td>18.00-20.00 Wednesday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. ECONOMY AND SOCIETY; Neil J. Smelser, Alberto Martinelli</td>
<td>15.00-18.00 Tuesday 18.00-20.00 Wednesday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. TIME BUDGET; W. Michelson, P. Feldheim</td>
<td>a) TIME BUDGET AS A SOURCE OF INDICATORS OF THE QUALITY OF LIFE 15.00-16.00 Monday 9.00-12.30 Tuesday 15.00-19.00 Wednesday 9.00-12.30 Friday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b) TIME BUDGET AS A BASIS FOR PHYSICAL AND RECREATIONAL PLANNING 15.00-19.00 Wednesday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. SYSTEMS CONCEPTIONS OF SOCIAL POWER AND CONTROL STRUCTURES IN SOCIETY; Walter Buckley, Tom Burns</td>
<td>18.00-21.00 Wednesday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. SOCIOLOGY OF ART; Bernard L. Faber</td>
<td>18.00-22.00 Wednesday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. ANALYSIS OF NATURAL ORDERS; John O'Neill</td>
<td>18.00-20.00 Wednesday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. SCIENCE, TECHNICAL REVOLUTION AND CULTURE DEVELOPMENT DIRECTIONS; M.T. Jovchock</td>
<td>18.00-20.00 Wednesday</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5. TIME-TABLE OF ADMINISTRATIVE MEETINGS, PARTIES AND EVENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Saturday 17th August</th>
<th>Sunday 18th</th>
<th>Monday 19th</th>
<th>Tuesday 20th</th>
<th>Wednesday 21st</th>
<th>Thursday 22nd</th>
<th>Friday 23rd</th>
<th>Saturday 24th</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MORNING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09.00 09.00</td>
<td>EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.00 14.00</td>
<td>COUNCIL OF THE ISA</td>
<td>13.00 15.00</td>
<td>RESEARCH COUNCIL (election of officers)</td>
<td>14.00 18.00</td>
<td>TOURS AND HOSPITALITY BUSINESS MEETING</td>
<td>19.00 23.00</td>
<td>CONCERT DINER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.00 17.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>15.00 17.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>18.00 20.00</td>
<td>FILM SHOWING</td>
<td>19.00 23.00</td>
<td>FILM SHOWING TOURS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFTERNOON</td>
<td>18.00 22.00</td>
<td>18.30 21.00</td>
<td>19.00 22.00</td>
<td>19.00 23.00</td>
<td>DINNER MEETING</td>
<td>16.30 19.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE NOMINATING COMMITTEE</td>
<td>20.00 23.30</td>
<td>20.00 23.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>23.00 23.00</td>
<td>NEW AND EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESEARCH COMMITTEES BUSINESS MEETING</td>
<td>21.00</td>
<td>21.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFORMAL OPEN PARTY</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVENING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6. OTHER NEWS

**PAST AND FORESEEN MEETINGS IN 1974 OF SOME COLLECTIVE MEMBERS OF THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION**

- **March 5-April 10, 1973** - Madrid - Spain: Instituto de Sociologia Jaime Balles (Spain) and Escuela de Sociología de la Universidad de Madrid (Spain). Special Meeting on 'Sociologia Industrial y salarial'.
- **Scientific organisers:** Antonio Perpina Rodriguez, Antonio Crespo Calabria, Julian Carrasco Belinchon, Juan Marcos De La Fuente.
- **November 30-December 1, 1973** - Geneva - Switzerland: Schweizerische Gesellschaft für Soziologie. Annual Meeting on 'Switzerland Facing Changes'.
- **August 23-26, 1974** - Montreal - Canada: The Society for the Study of Social Problems. Annual Meeting on 'Equal Rights' and topics including 11 special problems divisions as follows (Community Research and Development, Crime and Juvenile Delinquency, Drinking and Drugs, Intergroup Relations, International Tensions, the Family, Poverty and Human Resources, Psychiatric Sociology, etc.).
Social Problems Theory and Sociology and Social Work)

Deadline for participation and papers: February 1st, 1974.

For general information about program participation and hotel information, write to: The Society for the Study of Social Problems, c/o Executive Office, P.O. Box 533, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556, U.S.A.

ANNOUNCING OTHER SCIENTIFIC MEETINGS

July 3-5, 1973 - Roma, Lecce, Southern Italy
Association for Sociology in Southern Africa (A.S.S.A.)
P.O. Box 4138, Lourenço Marques, Mozambique
Annual meeting:
August 20-September 2, 1973 - Bucharest, Romania
National Council of Young Pioneers’ Organisation,
Bvd. Dr. Marinescu Nr. 2, Sector 6,
Bucharest
Periodical meeting on “The Social Role of Children’s Games”


ANNOUNCING THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIAL SCIENCE JOURNAL

is indispensable reading for all those interested in an international, interdisciplinary approach to current research in the social sciences. Recent issues have focused on such timely themes as the social assessment of telecommunication in the social sciences, the protection of privacy, youth as a social force... Evolutionary history of social organizations, a comprehensive professional service including a register of research, teaching and professional bodies, a calendar of international conferences, brief reports on recent meetings and an annotated listing of publications of the United Nations and its Specialized Agencies.

The International Social Science Journal is published quarterly by Unesco in separate English and French editions. Annual subscription: 48 French francs (or the equivalent in local currency). Single copies: 14 French francs A subscription to the United Nations, along with a list of Unesco publications national distributors, may be obtained on request from:

UNESCO Office of Publications
7 Place de Fontenoy
75700 - Paris, France

ANNOUNCING A WORK GROUP IN COMPARATIVE PUBLIC POLICY (Research Committee on Political Sociology)
The Ford Foundation has made a grant for a collaborative study of comparative public policy in Europe under the direction of Richard Rose, Secretary of the Committee on Political Sociology and Professor of Politics at the University of Strathclyde, Glasgow. The grant is for three years, as from 1 October 1974. The purpose of the research is to develop a comparative framework: for the comparative analysis of major public policies in European nations. The framework will evaluate the utility of the framework by applying it to substantive areas of public policy in European nations. The results of the research will provide a comparative analysis of productivity welfare policies as well as health and educational policies. The examination of economic management and income distribution, to crime, public order and international relations (supra-national). A major object will be to elucidate under what circumstances and within what areas (territorial or otherwise) social science concepts can be fruitfully employed. The research will form upon the scholarly contacts and discussions within the Committee on Political Sociology, a research committee of the International Sociological Association and the International Association of Political Sociology. A substantial portion of the work will be spent for conferences and meetings, so that scholars and policymakers can meet on a recurring basis to develop and apply a general conceptual vocabulary.

Concurrently, Professor Rose and others will coordinate a working group on major concepts and frameworks and hypotheses common to a wide range of comparative policy analysis. For a preliminary conference of the subject, see Richard Rose, «Comparing Public Policy», European Journal of Political Research I, 1973.

Three meetings have already been held to identify common ground in social science approaches to policy analysis. A Workshop at Strathclyde in June, 1972, held with the assistance of the European Centre for Political Research, brought together political scientists with a wide variety of interests. The ESPR article draws together ideas in common use among participants. A conference on environmental policy, held in London in April, 1973, with the cooperation of the Centre for Environmental Studies, and DATUM, Bonn/ Bad Godesberg, brought together social scientists and environmental scientists from two countries to examine a single substantive policy area. The papers will be published in The Management of the Environment in Britain and Germany (Sage Publications, Spring, 1974), edited by Richard Rose. Panels at the International Political Sciences Sociocultural Association World Congress in Montreal, August, 1973, compared some models of the policy, covering institutions of government, as well as specific policy contents.

In the next phase, the Committee’s research effort will emphasize the cross-national comparision of policy contents e.g., health care legislation. A meeting will be held in Warsaw in May, 1974 to examine variations in public policy in Eastern and Western Europe. A second meeting will be held in spring, 1974, to examine how the dynamics of public policy vary form area to area, and country to country. The participants in this collaborative research are drawn from several academic disciplines, as well as from many countries. Because the focus on Europe is not meant to exclude comparisons with nations outside Europe. To control for institutional development the research concentrates upon Western industrial societies. The material for the purpose of research will be published in a variety of ways appropriate to policy contents. One publication outlet will be the Committee’s new series of Sage Professional Papers in Comparative Public Policy. Individual scholars currently working in the field of comparative public policy are invited to communicate their interest and details of research in progress to Professor Richard Rose at the Department of Politics, University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, G1 1XQ, Scotland.

September 24-28, 1973:
XIII International Seminar on Family Research
This most successful seminar met from September 24-28, 1973, at the Musée des Arts et Traditions Populaires, Paris XVI, France. The Chairman and the organizing committee arranged a full program with several innovations in content and in organization. From the standpoint of content, members of the seminar were drawn from four intellectual disciplines: anthropology, sociology, history and sociology. A second innovation was to select so that a majority of papers were presented in a single conceptual framework, the development of the concept of the family life cycle. Addressed to a specific focus on the families of Europe. From the standpoint of organization, at the morning plenary session, the one uniform rule was that authors did not read their papers. Each day the plenary session followed a specific procedure to give the impression that the audience, from the chair until the last audience member, divded evenly between the authors and the audience, and a third variation was a discussion among members of the plenary panel with some audience participation through questions. Plenary program sessions at the World Congress next year operate under the same rule that authors submit their papers in written form, and only summarize them briefly at the Congress, this experience is valuable.

Your comments on the facet of organizing a session, i.e. on the allocation of time between authors, audience, rapporteur and chairman, will be most welcome. A third innovation in organization at the XIII Seminar ISFR was the division of the seminar into two or more working groups, each of 12-20 persons.

Provision was made for new topics that arose on one day to be organized into working groups the next day. Some four to six working groups held two or more sessions on topics such as divorce, family crises, family cycle, couple development and generational or intergenerational changes. Only representatives of at least five European countries is in process of formation around young authors.

Fourthly, in view of both interest and financial support, each day concluded with a cultural event, which allowed the participants to meet and talk informally with representatives of organizations active in some aspect of family intervention, such as family allowances, parent education, new families in new suburbs, and so on.

The party that some began and concluded this important meeting.

Summarizing, the plenary session and the working groups, Jean Cusenier noted that everyone agreed the Family Life Cycle was a useful concept. For the first time in analysis there was no consensus and so much variation in meaning that it had limited utility. This lack of consensus is based on theoretical weaknesses, not on weaknesses in either method or data.

Numerous ways to advance from this position of weakness in theory were proposed here, as well as in the literature: one point of agreement may be that the family life cycle must be studied as one system amongst others. Organizational and interorganizational linkages were considered, Attendance of the 70 participants from 9:30 each morning to 6:30 each evening was astonishingly high. There were rewards over and above the purely cognitive in the 7 course lunches each day, and to others, that what is a set of transactions between families and other groups, there was general consensus in the family as a system, which changes through its own internal dynamics as well as through transactions with other social systems. For the seventy participants, a most rewarding seminar. Selected papers are being edited for publication by the committee below. The thanks of CGF go to the organizers:

Professor: Jean Cusenier, Director, Musée des Arts et Traditions Populaires, and Director of the Centre d’Etudes en Ethnologie, Committee: Gerrit Kooy, President, Committee on Family Research.

Mrs. Cusenier, Professor at University of Wageningen.
Willfried Dumon, Professor at University of Utrecht.
Roger Girod, Director, Department of Social Science, University of Geneva.
Jacques Lautier, Director of the National Institute for Demographic Studies in Paris.
Secretariat: Françoise Lautant, Center of French Ethnology.
Martine Segalen, Research Assistant, C.N.R.S., Center of French Ethnology.
M. Jacques Zwirn, Public Relations Officer, Musée National des Arts et Traditions Populaires.
XIII ISFR PROGRAM

September 24 - Opening by Alain Girard, President of the French Sociological Association, Gerrit Kooy, President, CFR, and Jean Cuisenier, Seminar Chairman.

Address: Reuben Hill (U.S.A.): Theoretical advances using the family life cycle. President: Louis Henry (France).

September 25 - Methods in the study of the family life cycle. Rapporteur: Jan Trost (Sweden).

Oral history and courtship. Lambertro Bortghi and others (Italy): Family life in Florence.


Max Helmer (Sweden): Social stratification and the life cycle of young families. A cross sectional study on working and middle class wives.

Veronica Stotle-Heiskanen (Finland): Social indicators for an analysis, and a policy, on family life cycle.

Nicole Tébard (France): Socio-economic aspects of women's work and its repercussions on family structures.

September 26 - Historical changes in the family cycle in Europe. President: Peter Lasterl (England).

Ruzwa First-Dilic (Yugoslavia): The family life cycle of the Yugoslav family.

Elena Haavio-Mannila (Finland): The family life cycle in Finland and changes in masculine and feminine roles.


Tamaras Hareven (U.S.A.): The family as a life cycle process: historical perspective on family change.

Nicolaia Ilieva (Bulgaria): Changes in the family cycle of the Bulgarian family since the end of the XIX century.

Cvetko Kostić and Rada Boreli (Yugoslavia): Typology of rural families in Yugoslavia.

Peter Lasterl (England): Family cycle, period of childbearing and the differences between Eastern and Western societies, industrial and pre-industrial.

Raina Pesheva (Bulgaria): Family forms in the Balkans during XVIII to XX century and their family life cycle.

September 27 - Specific theoretical concepts of the family life cycle. President: Veronica Stotle-Heiskanen (Finland).


Harold Feldman and Margaret Feldman (U.S.A.): A test of two theories to explain the effect of parenthood on marriage.

Noëlle Gerôme (France): Social representation of the educational functions of the family. Journal aimed at parents.

Jacques Gomella (Canada): Family life cycle and evolution.

Takeshi Kamiko (Japan): The inner structure of the three generational household.

John Moege (U.S.A.): Content of relations with relatives.

Agnes Pitrou (France): Transmission of cultural models and familial uncertainty: continuity or change?


Jan Trost (Sweden): The family life cycle: a cycle of transition.

September 28 - Variations in the life cycle of contemporary European societies. President: Gerrit Kooy (Netherlands).

Rapporteur: John Moege (U.S.A.).

R. Chester (England): Divorce and family life cycle in Great Britain.

Jacques Commaille and Anne Boigele (France): The processes of divorce.

Maria Dinkova (Bulgaria): Changes in the family life cycle under socialism.

Jean Kellerhalls (Switzerland): Abortion in the family life cycle.

Renate Kunzel (West Germany): Connection between family cycle and divorce rates, based on comparisons within Europe.

Jacques Lautman and Jean-François Gossiaux (France): Representations of nuclear and intergenerational families.

Françoise Laufman (France): Family life cycle and variation of the incidence of eugenics: the case of mixed marriages between Jews and Christians.

Barbara Lobodziniska (Poland): Family life cycle and age at marriage.

Vera Ochakova (Bulgaria): Social stratification and different family life cycles.

Andrzej Tymowski (Poland): The age of the head of the family and the family life style.

Lenore Weitzman (U.S.A.): The impact of « no-fault » divorce laws on women's life cycles.

Conclusion Session - Jean Cuisenier (France): Variations in consensus on the family life cycle.

During the First Conference of the Research Committee on Sociotechnics (Loughborough - England - November 16-18, 1973), a new board of the Committee was elected.

Chairman: Adam Podgorecki

Institute Profillaktwi Spolecznej

1 Resosocializacji U.W.

ul. Podchorazych 20

00-721 Warszawa, Poland

Vice-Chairman: A.B. Cherns

University of Technology

Dept of Social Sciences and Economics

Loughborough, Leicestershire LE 11 3 TU

Great Britain

Secretary: H.M. In't Veld Langeveld

WORLD CONGRESS TRANSACTIONS

AVAILABILITY AND PRICES

I WORLD CONGRESS OF SOCIOLOGY

Completely out of stock

II WORLD CONGRESS OF SOCIOLOGY

Completely out of stock

III WORLD CONGRESS OF SOCIOLOGY

Table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NEW PRICES</th>
<th>INDIVIDUAL</th>
<th>INSTITUTIONAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volume I</td>
<td></td>
<td>$4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume II</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume III</td>
<td></td>
<td>$8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume IV</td>
<td></td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume V</td>
<td></td>
<td>$12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume VI</td>
<td></td>
<td>$14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume VII</td>
<td></td>
<td>$16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume VIII</td>
<td></td>
<td>$18.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV WORLD CONGRESS OF SOCIOLOGY

Volume I (1969)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volume I</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume II</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume III</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume IV</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V WORLD CONGRESS OF SOCIOLOGY

Volume I (1962)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volume I</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume II</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume III</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI WORLD CONGRESS OF SOCIOLOGY

Volume I (1966)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volume I</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume II</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume III</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume IV</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THE SET WILL COST $40.00

VII WORLD CONGRESS OF SOCIOLOGY

Volume I (1970)

Available directly from HEMUS (Publishers), Blvd. Rouski 6, Sofia, Bulgaria.

CONDITIONS:

These books can be ordered at the office of the ISA, Via Daverio 7, 20122 Milan, Italy.

Postal charges $0.50 per volume.

20% Discount for Retailers.

20% Discount for Individual Members.
INTERNATIONAL SOCIOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION
VIII WORLD CONGRESS OF SOCIOLOGY
TORONTO (CANADA) AUGUST 19-24TH 1974

Due to the current world fuel crisis, the ISA has met with difficulties in organizing charter flights from Europe to Toronto. At time of press (March 4), only the following flights are available from London with a round-trip fare of US $ 230:

- LONDON-TORONTO-LONDON Aug. 13 - 27
- LONDON-TORONTO-LONDON Aug. 15 - 29
- LONDON-TORONTO-LONDON Aug. 16 - 30

We hope to have a flight from another European city confirmed soon, and details will be issued shortly.

For those departing from other cities, group flights have been organized in collaboration with Air France, and full details are to be found in the enclosed brochures.

The form below is to be used by those who wish to reserve a seat on one of the charter flights from London, or, on one of the following return group flights:

- BUENOS AIRES-TORONTO CARACAS-TORONTO
- RIO DE JANEIRO-TORONTO S. JOSÉ-TORONTO
- SANTIAGO-TORONTO ECUADOR-TORONTO
- MEXICO CITY-TORONTO HAVANA-TORONTO

The charter and group flights are open only to ISA individual members or to members of the British Sociological Association, the Société Française de Sociologie, and to their relatives.

May we remind you that the final cost may be subject to slight variation due to fluctuations in the exchange rates.

Please fill in the form below and send it as soon as possible to Theresa Jackson, ISA Secretariat, via Daverio 7, 20122 Milano, Italy. Remember, seats are limited, so those replying immediately will have better chance of reserving a place.

Payment:
For every seat reserved NOW you must enclose a deposit of US $ 150. Total payment will be invoiced to you after 1st May 1974. Until that date you may cancel your reservation and your deposit will be returned in full. If total payment is not made one month after receipt of invoice, your reservation will be cancelled and deposit will not be refunded.

NO PAYMENT WILL BE REFUNDED IF CANCELLATIONS ARE RECEIVED AFTER 1ST JULY 1974.

If for reasons of force majeure, natural disaster, war etc., aircraft are no longer available or if seats are not sufficiently booked, the ISA reserves the right to cancel all bookings and payments will be returned in full.

ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONALE DE SOCIOLOGIE
VIII CONGRES MONDIAL DE SOCIOLOGIE
TORONTO (CANADA) 19-24 AOUT 1974

A cause de la récente crise du carburant, l'IAS a eu des difficultés pour l'organisation des vols charter de l'Europe vers Toronto. À cette date (1er mars) seulement trois vols avec départ de Londres et au prix d'aller et retour de US $ 230, sont ouverts aux inscriptions.

- LONDRES-TORONTO-LONDRES 13 - 27 août
- LONDRES-TORONTO-LONDRES 15 - 29 août
- LONDRES-TORONTO-LONDRES 16 - 30 août

On espère avoir avant quelques semaines la confirmation d'un charter d'une autre ville en Europe dont les particuliers seront diffusés au plus tôt.

Pour ce qui concerne les départs de tous les autres villes, l'IAS a organisé en collaboration avec Air France, des vols de groupe dont les détails vous sont présentés dans la brochure ci-jointe.

La fiche de réservation attachée ci-dessous est seulement pour les personnes qui désirent reserver une place sur un des vols charter de Londres, ou sur un des suivants vols de groupe:

- BUENOS AIRES-TORONTO CARACAS-TORONTO
- RIO DE JANEIRO-TORONTO S. JOSÉ-TORONTO
- SANTIAGO-TORONTO ECUADOR-TORONTO
- MEXICO CITY-TORONTO HAVANA-TORONTO


Nous vous signalons qu'à cause des fluctuations des changes, le prix final pourra subir de modifications ultérieures.

Remplissez, s'il vous plaît, le formulaire ci-joint et envoyez-le au plus tard à Theresa Jackson, ISA Secretariat, via Daverio 7, 20122 Milano, Italia.

Les places sont limitées, donc ceux qui répondront immédiatement auront plus de chances de les réserver.

Payment:
Il faut verser une somme de US $ 150 par provision pour chaque place que vous voulez réserver. On vous enverra la facture du paiement total après le 1er mai 1974. Jusqu'à cette date, vous pouvez annuler votre réservation et le dépôt vous sera rendu entièrement. Si le paiement total ne sera pas versé dans un mois dès la réception de notre facture, votre réservation sera annulée et le dépôt retenue.

POUR LES ANNULATIONS FAITES APRES LE 1er JUILLET IL N'Y AURA DE REMBOURSEMENT, NI DU DÉPOT NI DU Paiment TOTAL.

Si à cause de force majeure, calamité naturelle, guerre, etc., les avions ne seront pas disponibles, ou si les avions ne seront pas suffisamment remplis, l'IAS se garde le droit d'annuler les vols, et tous les versements seront remboursés.

TRAVEL RESERVATION FORM
FICHE D'INSCRIPTION AU VOYAGE

PLEASE RESERVE □ PLACES ON THE CHARTER FLIGHT (Please indicate number)

S'IL VOUS PLAIT RESERVE □ PLACES SUR LE VOL CHARTER (s.v.p. indiquez le numéro)

LONDON-TORONTO-LONDON □ 13-27 AUG-AOUT
LONDON-TORONTO-LONDON □ 15-29 AUG-AOUT
LONDON-TORONTO-LONDON □ 16-30 AUG-AOUT

I AM A FULLY PAID UP MEMBER OF THE □ INTERNATIONAL SOCIOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION
JE SUIS UN MEMBRE ENREGISTRE DE: □ BRITISH SOCIOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION
□ SOCIETE FRANCAISE DE SOCIOLOGIE

I SHALL BE ACCOMPANIED BY □ RELATIVES (Please Indicate number)
JE SUIS ACCOMPAGNE DE □ PARENTS (s.v.p. indiquez le numéro)

PLEASE RESERVE □ PLACES ON GROUP FLIGHT: (Please Indicate number)
S'IL VOUS PLAT RESERVE □ PLACES SUR LE VOL DE GROUPE: (s.v.p. indiquez le numéro)

FROM/DE □ TO/A TORONTO

NAME/NOM □

ADDRESS/ADRESSE: □

CITY/VILLE □

STREET/RUE □

COUNTRY/PAYS □

NAMES OF ACCOMPANYING RELATIVES:
NOMS DES PARENTS QUI VOUS ACCOMPAGNERONT:
1. □
2. □
3. □

(Please print)

(s.v.p. écrivez en lettres capitales)

Way of payment:
Payable by □
Bank transfer to SOCIOLOGY CONGRESS account □
BANQUE POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT COMMERCIAL
16, Place de la Fusterie
GENEVE (Switzerland)

(Signature)

DATE